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Gov. Wilkinson
proposes this
state's largest
tax increase
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NEWS IN BRIEF
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WORLD

Today there will be a 70
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs will be
in the mid-60s, with winds out
of the southwest at 15 to 25
mph. Tonight there will be an
80 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.

NATIONAL

MOSCOW — More than 11,000 newly arrived troops struggled
today to end battles between bands of Azerbaijanis and Armenians,
who reportedly were armed with everything from submachine guns and
grenades to commandeered artillery.
WEST BERLIN — Pressure on East Germany's Communist leaders
is mounting as more and more workers walk off the job in warning
strikes. The country's police chief says he fears the instability could
deteriorate into civil strife.
WASHINGTON — Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, claiming the
White House's blessing, wants to provide new aid to emerging democracies in Eastern Europe and Panama by trimming aid across the
board to traditional allies.
TAMPA, Fla. — One of the world's largest banks pleaded guilty in
a $32 million cocaine money-laundering case, but critics call the plea
bargain a "slap on the wrist" that won't discourage such illicit banking practices.
WASHINGTON — President Bush is offering sneak previews of
his maiden State of the Union address in speeches and appearances
around the country that seek to highlight his agenda for "a world at
peace."

STATE
SALYERSVILLE — Magoffin County School Superintendent Carter Whitaker has implied that his second alcohol-related charge since
taking the job is the result of a political feud with Sheriff Chalmer
Wireman.
MINNIE — One of the oldest and largest cockfighting operations
east of the Mississippi River may be out of business following a raid
by Kentucky State Police, officials said.
WHEATCROFT — The state investigation of a western Kentucky
mine explosion that killed 10 men has prompted a call for monthly
inspections of underground mines.

SPORTS

FINANCE
WASHINGTON — Business sales and inventories both
rose in November but economists noted that slower sales the
following month could worsen
the December situation.
The Commerce Department
said Tuesday that inventories
rose 0.5 percent to a seasonally adjusted $796.8 billion in
November after rising 0.3 percent a month earlier. The
November figure was slightly
higher than the 0.4 percent
increase originally reported.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
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Tense hours in Benton

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Prose Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, who was
elected on the strength of his
staunch opposition to a tax
increase, has now proposed the
largest dollar tax increase in the
history of the state.
Wilkinson said the turnaround is
an acknowledgement of the need
for more money to pay for critically needed state services and will
not be born by the Kentuckians
least able to afford it.
The $1.032 billion in higher
income and sales taxes Wilkinson
proposed Tuesday will be paid by
only half of the state's population,
he said.
"That is why I am proposing to
the General Assembly a revenue
reform package that will cut taxes
for hundreds of thousands of Kentuckians while still raising the new
revenue we need from closing loopholes on those who've been getting a free ride for too long,"
Wilkinson said.
Even after outlining increases in
personal and corporate income taxes, an expanded sales tax on services and higher taxes on cigarettes, Wilkinson was adamant that he
had not broken his campaign
pledge.
"After two years of common
sacrifice, after two years of cutting
and trimming and reducing and
then going back and cutting some
more, we must face the harsh reality that even our leaner, tougher
state government will require $482
million a year in new revenue in
over to finance roads and bridges,
teachers and classrooms, cops and
prisons and other government scr-

Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy, above center, informs other officers that Tommy Riley, 37, had surrendered peaceably following an eight-hour standoff with law enforcement officials at his residence in
Benton. Below left, a member of the state's special response team positions himself behind a tree only a
few yards from the side of the Riley residence.

Staff photos by Greg Travis

Standoff with police ends
peaceably for Benton man
By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

A domestic incident in a south
Benton subdivision Tuesday turned
into a standoff with state and area
law enforcement officials, according to a report from Chuck Robertson, information officer with the
Kentucky State Police.
At 9:14 a.m., the state police
received a call from the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department
requesting assistance with Tommy
Riley, 37, of 102 Court Drive, who
was supposedly holding his wife
Becky hostage at his two-story

(Cont'd on page 2)

DENVER — The Denver Broncos are displaying, at least for public
consumption, a devil-may-care attitude toward their Jan. 28 Super
Bowl date with the heavily favored San Francisco 49ers.
SANTA CLARA, Calif. — Eric Wright may not be around next
year to try for a fifth Super Bowl appearance. Had the ninth-year cornerback not been around this season, the San Francisco 49ers might
not have made it to No. 4.
NEW YORK — Some of the best juniors in college football are
ready to graduate — to the NFL.
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — Keith McCants figured he couldn't afford
to wait another year to enter the NFL.
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,
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residence just off busy U.S. 641
South. It was later learned that she
had left the house.
According to Marshall County
Sheriff Brian Roy, after the initial
confrontation with Riley, he took
refuge in his house and the standoff
began.
Through established telephone
communications, it was determined
that the Riley was upset because of
problems associated with his medical condition which included
severe back and kidney ailments. It
was also learned that Riley was
(Cont'd on page 2)

Controversial 'living will' bill clears committee
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Backers
of "living will" legislation conquered a formidable barrier when
the bill that has caused some of the
fiercest fights of recent General
Assembly sessions cleared a key
House committee.

Commission elects
to send proposed
zoning ordinance
to city council
The Murray Planning Commission voted unanimously to send the
remainder of the proposed zoning
ordinance to the City Council
Tuesday nighi
City Planner Mac Fitts said after
the proposed ordinance was sent to
the City Council, the council would
have to vote to have it drawn up as
an ordinance. The proposed ordinance would then have to be read
twice before the council could
approve it. Fitts said this would
give the commission plenty of time
to make any changes deemed
necessary between now and the
approval date.
Addition to the proposed ordinance included definitions for the
following words:
8 condominium: form of multiunit housing in which the owner
owns the area between the walls
(Cont'd on page 2)

"I think it will do quite well on
the House floor," said Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, lead sponsor of the
bill, which the Health and Welfare
Committee approved on Tuesday.
The committee has historically
been the "stumbling block" for
such legislation, Scorsone said.
House Bill 113, which Scorsone
co-sponsored with Republican Rep.

Susan Stokes of Louisville, would
be the first living-will bill to reach
the House floor, provided it clears
the House Rules Committee.
Proponents say the bill would
enable the terminally ill to die with
dignity, putting in writing their
desire to forgo respirators and
other artificial life supports when
death is imminent.

Opponents say the living will is
the first step toward euthanasia.
"If all the people in Kentucky
were caring and loving, there
would be no problem with" the
issue, said Margie Montgomery,
executive director of Kentucky
Right to Life, whose group had
(Cont'd on page 2)

Fire-cured auction begins

Buyers and sellers of fire-cured tobacco gathered at the Farris Loose Leaf Floor in Murray today for the
first day of sales. Grading and selling were delayed by the overcast day, which made visibility In the
warehouse poor. Sales continue In Mayrield Thursday.

Mkt. by Toad O. law
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Tax increase...
(Cont'd from page 1)
vices," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson said the condition he
set for consideration of a tax
increase that the income of Kentuckians must rise has been Mel
But state tax revenues have not
risen because of the narrow tax
base that Wilkinson said benefits
special interests.
"My message to the people of
Kentucky is clear," Wilkinson
said. "There's a fight going on in
Frankfort, a fight between the special interests and their allies, who
think we should raise tax rates for
the many, and those of us who
think we should close loopholes for
the few."
The actual tax increases proposed by Wilkinson would amount
to $482.6 million in the coming fiscal year and $550.1 million the following year.

Calloway County Fire and Rescue personnel are shown battling a fire Tuesday afternoon that destroyed a
vacant barn and 10 acres of land on the property of Merl Baker, Route 1, Hazel. The fire apparently
started from burning trash that got out of hand, according to the CCFR.
Photo by Todd 0. Roos
pain medicine.
tion leads to another kind of legisWitnesses to a living will would lation — euthanasia," Mrs. Sower
have to be unrelated to the person said. "How soon will the right to
(Cont'd from page 1)
making it and "totally disinter- die become the duty to die?"
succeeded until Tuesday in having ested" in his estate. The patient or
The committee attached to the
living-will legislation stifled in his family would be responsible for bill an amendment by Rep. Bob
House committees.
telling the attending physician of Heleringer, R-Louisville, to speciScorsone, D-Lexington, said the the will's existence and at least two fically require life support for prebill would create a "very formal- physicians would have to make the gnant women.
ized procedure, ... as formal as a final medical decision.
last will and testament," by which
The bill also would make doctors
people could state in advance a and hospitals immune from civil or
desire to be allowed to die.
criminal charges arising from a
(Cont'd from page 1)
Scorsone said the bill contained living-will case.
numerous safeguards: The wills
Phyllis Sower, a Frankfort attor- and the ceiling. A condominium
would be available only to adults, ney who testified to the committee can take many physical forms — it
who could revoke them at any in opposition to the bill, said she can be a townhouse, an apartment,
time, and would not apply to pre- refused to help write living wills in or part of a free-standing duplex
gnant women. Nor could they be her practice of estate planning.
house. The owner owns a fee
used to withhold food and water or
"My fear is living-will legisla- simple interest in the actual dwelling unit and is entitled to all the
rights of a fee simple holder. The
owner is also given an undivided
joint interest in all the common
areas of the building.
• family: one or more persons
related by blood, marriage or adoption, or a group of not to exceed
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.
five persons not all related by
blood or marriage, occupying the
premises and living as a single
non-profit housekeeping unit as
distinguished from a group occupying a boarding or lodging house,
As babies, we start out with one or all of these wisdom teeth
20 primary (or baby) teeth. By remain completely embedded in
hotel, club, or similar dwelling for
the time we are adults, we shed the jawbone. In other instances,
group use. A family shall be
these baby teeth and end up only a portion of the crown may
deemed to include domestic serwith a total of 32 teeth. Where erupt and a flap of gum tissue
vants employed by said family.
do

Living will...

Commission...

Views On
Dental Health®

WISDOM TEETH

the extra 12 come from?
These are our 12 permanent
molar teeth. They develop behind the baby molars in three
stages (of 4 each) during our
youth.
The third set of molars are
called wisdom teeth. They make
their appearance between the
age of 17 and 21. The one who
invented this label equated
"wisdom"(perhaps rashly) with
physical maturity. Wisdom
teeth often cause trouble.
The jaws may be so small that

may overlap much of the wisdom tooth enamel.
These embedded (impacted)
or partially erupted teeth may
become a source of trouble from
pressure they produce on adjacent teeth or from infection that
develops under the gum. Their
surgical removal may be necessary.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

WILKINSON'S BUDGET BRIEFS
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Some of the proceeds of the Kentucky Lottery Corp. would go to build university buildings, senior citizens' centers
and vocational education buildings under Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed budget
The budget proposes the spending of $60.9 million for capital construction from lottery proceeds in fiscal year 1991 and $3 million the following year.
The budget estimates the lottery will contribute $92 million to the General Fund this year. Of that total, $35 million would go to pay the
Vietnam Veterans' Bonus and the remaining $57 million would be carried
over to next year.
Revenue estimates from the lottery in the coming years have been
reduced from the $97 million annual figure first suggested to $84.7 million in 1991 and $90 million in 1992.
•

• •

•

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Total appropriations from the General
Fund, through which almost all of state government is funded except for
road-building, would amount to $4.078 billion in fiscal 1991 and $4.417
billion in 1992 under Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's proposed budgei
Regular appropriations for this year will amount to $3.480 billion.
Wilkinson's budget includes a $40 million budget reserve in the first
year and ends with a $5.6 million balance on June 30, 1992.
The Road Fund would spend $1.33 billion in 1991 and $989 million in
1992.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 1990-92 budget unveiled by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson spends $8.536 billion in state taxes over the next two
years. By comparison, the budget of a decade ago spent only $4.022
The enacted budget for the 1988-90 budget, which will end on June 30,
1990, spent $6.793 billion.

The Murray City Council and the
Calloway County Fiscal Court will
hold an Open Forum on Monday,
Jan. 22, at 7 p.m. at the Murray
City Hall for the purpose of discussing the proposal of trading
park property, according to Jo
Crass, city clerk.
The meeting is open to the
public.

•

bullet-proof vests arrived at the
sealed-off subdivision and planned
their strategy. After taking their
positions around the house, the
men were able to periodically view
Riley through a window in the
house.
Riley reportedly had several
guns, including a shotgun and a
rifle in his possession, Roy said.
After approximately eight hours
of waiting Riley spoke with state
police negotiator Gary Smith and
surrendered to Roy and other officers at 5:15 p.m. Riley was immediately rushed to a waiting police
cruiser and taken from the scene.
"Time was on our side," Robertson said,"There was no rush to get
him out as long as he was not hurting anybody or himself. The main
thing was to get him out unharmed.
Riley was charged with first
degree wanton endangerment, a
Class D felony, and terroristic
threatening, a Class A misdemeanor. The misdemeanor charge was
for allegedly pointing a gun at Roy
earlier in the day. No shots were
fired and no injuries were reported.,
Long lines of backed-up traffic
including Marshall County school
buses were rerouted throughout the
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day, after Riley had made the statement that he might try to get in his
truck and leave, Roy added. Nearby neighbors were evacuated from
homes in the subdivision, he noted.
One accident involving a semitractor trailer being off in a ditch
was reported during the incident.
Riley is currently undergoing
treatment at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah, Roy said.

Patton raising
money for race
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Pike
County Judge-Executive Paul Patton, who ran unsuccessfully for
lieutenant governor in 1987, is one
of at least three candidates who
have begun raising money for the
1991 race.
Patton's campaign committee
reported raising $71,901 since
registering with the state Nov. 28.
Most of the funds came from Patton's native eastern Kentucky,
according to a report filed last
week with the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance.
"That was just the easy
money," said Patton, a millionaire
who won his third term as Pike
County judge Nov. 7. He placed
third in the 1987 Democratic primary for lieutenant governor.
State Attorney General Fred
Cowan was rumored to have been
Patton's main opponent next year,
but Cowan has announced plans to
run for governor.

Firemen respond
to pair of calls .

Now Thru January 20, 1990

Perrentav
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It's called the "Revenue Revitalization
Program," a proposal by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson for adding to Kentucky's General Fund by $1.032 billion in the next two years.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, the chairman of the Senate Appropriations nd Revenue Committee, had another term for it.
"A new word for tax increase. It's called revitalization."

BARGAIN TABLES 2't

• •

• • •
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Wilkinson administration's plan to
turn over operation of the Capital Plaza Authority in Frankfort to an independent contractor is contained in the budget proposal.
The authority, which oversees operation of the 5,000-seat Famham
Dudgeon Civic Center and the adjoining shopping and office complex,
received $2.2 million in the current budget year. No money would be
appropriated for the authority in either of the next two years.

Open Forum set
for Monday to
discuss trading
park property

Standoff..

k,

0

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's on-again, offagain feud with Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones is reflected in his proposed
budget in the same schizophrenic manner.
The budget calls for modest appropriations increases for the lieutenant
governor's office from $522,400 this year to $563,300 next year and
$589,500 the following year.
But the number of employees that would be allowed in the office drops
from 12 this year to nine in the coming years.

Tax revenues of an estimated
$124 million would be lost by cutting people with incomes of less
than $5,000 off the tax rolls
altogether and giving a tax credit
for people making less than
$20,000 annually, Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson proposed an increase
of 7 cents per pack of cigarettes in
addition to the current 3-cent levy
to raise another $74.8 million.
Additional tax receipts of $201
million would come from the
extension of the 5 percent sales tax
to a host of services including legal, accounting and janitorial services as well as other items such as
cable television, advertising and
bill collecting.
An increase in the corporate
income tax rate by 1 percent for all
brackets would raise $75.1 million.

• townhouse: form of multiunit
housing in which the owner owns
the area in the unit and also owns
the land on which the unit is
located.
(Cont'd from page 1)
The definitions were presented
laid-off from his job.
to the board by Kathy Kopperud,
"At that point we began to talk
who was asked at the December to him about treatment for those
meeting to look up definitions to
problems," Roy said.
the above terms in a real estate law
As a backup measure KSP Post
journal.
No. 1 in Mayfield dispatched five
The board also discussed the
units to the scene and an 8-man
Paris, Tenn. zoning ordinance. Fitts special response team flew from
said he had no idea their ordinance Frankfort to join the many county
was as good as it is. He added that deputies and officers from the Bensince Paris approved its ordinance ton Police Department who were
in 1988, it has been amended three keeping a close watch on the Riley
times. The commission will be residence.
looking over items in the Paris
By mid-day the response team,
ordinance that would be applicable equipped with tear gas, shields and
in Murray.

,ces

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Total state government employment would
increase by nearly 1,600 people under the budget proposed by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The total employment envisioned in the 1990-92 biennium is 36,810 in
the various executive branch agencies and the constitutional officers. The
1988-90 budget allowed for 35,224 employees.
Substantial increases in employment are seen in the Natural Resources,
Corrections and Human Resources Cabinets. Employment cuts are
planned in the Revenue, Tourism and Transportation Cabinets.

The largest blocs of new tax
money would come from individual
taxpayers by conforming to the
federal tax code and eliminating
the deductibility of federal tax payments. Taken together, those two
would increase personal income tax
payments by $805.8 million in the
coming two years.

On December 15, 1989, the Kentucky Public Service Commission
submiued to the Legislative Research Commission amendments toils administrative regulations on gas safety and service(807 KAR 5:022); gas gathering systems
(807 KAR 5:026); reporting of gas leaks(807 KAR 5:027); gas well determinations (807 KAR 5:031); electric (807 KAR 5:041); small power production and
cogeneration (807 KAR 5:054); and telephone (807 KAR 5:061).
Pursuant to the requirements of KRS Chapter 13A, a public hearing on
the amended regulations be and it hereby is scheduled on January 23, 1990
beginning at 10:00 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, in Hearing Room 2, at the
Commission's offices at Frankfort, Kentucky.

slaos Wec.:

•

•

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a pair of calls Tuesday, according to reports 1Vorh the
fire department.
At 8:17 Lm., a structure fire was •
reported at 412 S. 9th Si The fire
apparently started in the kitchen.
Smoke damage was reported :
throughout the house, mostly in the
kitchen area. The fire was extinguished with booster and hydrant.
A gas spill was reported at 1300
Main at 9:19 p.m. The report stated
less than one gallion spilled. The
fire department washed the spill
area down.
•
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Sen. Dole suggests shifting foreign aid
to emerging third-world democracies
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole on
Tuesday proposed cutting U.S.
foreign aid to the largest recipients
and switching the money to emerging democracies in Eastern Europe
and Panama.
Dole, who met at the White
House Tuesday with chief of staff
John Sununu, said President Bush
had been informed of the plan and
told him "he appreciated ii.. I

assume he must've agreed with ii"
At the State Department, spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler said
Dole had discussed his proposal
with Secretary of State James A.
Baker III and added, "it's something the administration thinks is
well worth looking at."
She said further talks with congressional leaders would be scheduled soon, but carefully couched
the administration's position as one

Vo unteer.
American Heart V
Association

WE'RE FGHTING FoR
\CUR LIFE

of support for increased flexibility
in doling out U.S. foreign aid dollars, and not an intent to cut any
specific country's current quota.
Tutwiler mentioned Eastern Europe and Panama as two places
"where an administration needs
flexibility to find funds."
But she added: "I'm not sending
a message to anyone, to any country.... This is aimed at the system,
not at any one country."
In an opinion article in the New
York Times, Dole proposed a 5
percent cut in U.S. aid flowing to
the top five recipients — Israel,
Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey and the
Philippines. That would free about
$330 million to help encourage
fledgling democracies, he said.
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Noriega, co-defendant accused
of smuggling illegal aliens here
MIAMI(AP) — Manuel Noriega
and a co-defendant smuggled illegal aliens into the United States, a
federal prosecutor said Tuesday,
raising the possibility that the
deposed Panamanian dictator may
face new charges.

part of a Noriega-led smuggling
ring, Deputy Assistant U.S. Attorney Myles Ma!man told a federal
magistrate in arguing against any
bond for the pilot.
Asked whether there would be
any new indictments against Noriega. U.S. attorney's spokeswoman
Diane Cossin refused to comment,
saying any discussion of the aliensmuggling accusations was
premature.
Pardo was denied bond at the
hearing after U.S. Magistrate William Turnoff agreed with prosecutors the defendant was a potential
flight risk.

The accusation came during a
bond hearing for a minor Noriega
drug conspiracy co-defendant,
Eduardo Pardo, a 44-year-old Panamanian pilot accused of flying
cocaine sale proceeds from Fort
Lauderdale to his homeland.
The U.S. government's investigation indicated that Pardo was

A separate bond hearing for
another Noriega co-defendant, Lt
Col. Luis del Cid, identified by
authorities as a former head of
Noriega's secret police and one of
his boss' right-hand men, was
delayed until Wednesday
afternoon.
Del Cid, 46, has pleaded innocent to charges of collecting bribe
money and acting as a liaison
between Noriega and drug traffickers who allegedly used Panama as
a conduit for drug shipments to the
United States. Del Cid faces 70
years in prison and $550,000 in
fines if convicted on all counts.
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ALL* FRENCH NAVY' AND
CABIN CREEK' SEPARATES
Reg. $16. The French Navy- one-pocket
cotton T-shirt for misses sizes S-L.
Reg.$30. Frency Navy'" cotton twill pleat-front
pants for misses' sizes 6 to 16.

SELECT SWEATERS FOR MEN

ALL* DOCKERS' FOR MEN

Just an example from our collection of cotton
and cotton blend styles.
Orig. $30. St. John's Bay' solid ramierotton
sweater. Sizes S-XL.

1 Reg. $34. Comfortable, casual garmentwashed cotton twill pants
Reg. $38. Classically tailored pleat-front
washed cotton deniths
'Sale excludes JCPenney Smart Values

'Sale excludes JCP•nney Smart Values.

ALL JUNIORS' DENIM JEANS
Choose from a great line-up of styles and
finishes. For example:
Reg. $36. Mixed Blues" acid-washed cotton
denims with foldover waist. Sizes 3-13.
Sale excludes JCP•riney Smart Values and selected
Nationrd Brands

WOMEN'S LEATHER SHOES
FROM 9-2-5' AND GLORIUS'

ALL* VINYL & LEATHER
HANDBAGS

WEEKENDS' AND MORE
FOR YOUNG MEN

1 Reg.$27-$44. A great group of classic leather
designs to choose from. Like high or mid-heeled
pumps, slings and more. For women's sizes.

Reg.$12. Alicia structured or soft vinyl clutch
Reg. $35. Worthington* collection of leather
double-handle or shoulder bags

Great casual wear for weekends and beyond_
Reg. $26. Weekends* textured sweater of
linen cotton ramie. Sizes S-XL
Reg. $26. Crisp all-cotton sheeting pants.

'Sale excludes JCP•nney Smell Values.

All Fall and Winter Merchandise has been reduced 1/2 of clearance price.
NOW SAVE

50% MORE OFF THE

F

.
11
1 114

Percentages
prices, as
111011/111.11111.1111111011111/111011idOerde may have been taken on original
plow 11,101111mo as=Iprised merchandise ettective until
soolodo JCP•000y Smart Values
ASO is deplOWIL AN

Some oole Woosdosonvo until Saturday, Jan 20th
omproomot sorines on rsouior prices or original

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

RED TAG PRICE THROUGH SUNDAY.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

Office Pho/le 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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Just think cheese, you have to laugh
01"
Mitch McConnell
ROYKO

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

CHALLENGES IN THE UPCOMING CONGRESS
Perhaps no other time this century has seen the dramatic changes
than the ones we have witnessed over the past twelve months. The
once-threatening countries that formed the Eastern bloc have thrown
off the yoke of Communist domination and are now struggling to
build their own democracies. Here at home we are faced with many
problems including the budget deficit, drug abuse, protecting our
environment, and helping the family farmer remain productive.
Over the next eleven months, the US Senate will be addressing
issues arising out of these and other events. For example, what should
be done with money saved from cutbacks in military spending in
light of the reduced European threat? And how will the new farm
and clean(
a. bills be structured? These questions will be on the front
burner as t e recess period ends and the Senate begins the second
session of the 101st Congress.
Both legislative bodies have declared their intent on passing a
bill aimed at cleaning our water and air. Clearly, protecting the air
we breathe and preventing the destruction of forests and rivers from
pollution should be, and is, a national priority. As Congress and
the Administration begin debating proposals that will reduce emissions in the air, we must be committed to ensuring that the economic
cost of any such legislation does not outweigh the environmental
benefits derived from the bill. I will be working with my coal-state
colleagues to make sure that any legislation passed will in fact protect our environment while not harming Kentucky's economy.
In 1985, Congress passed a bill to give farmers relief from
devastating droughts that ruined crops and threw many farmers into foreclosure. By and large this legislation was a success. An increase in the value of 'farm land has spurred a recovery in the
agricultural sector. Many farms that were on the brink of bankruptcy
are-now solvent and turning a profit for their hard working owners.
In spite of this good news there is much more that remains to be
done. The 1990 farm bill will focus not only on agriculture but other
issues important to rural residents like improved health care and
economic development.
As tensions between the two superpowers ease, there has been
a clamor to divert money saved in Pentagon budget cuts to other
problems. I believe this is a grave mistake. With an out-of-control
deficit, this money should be earmarked to pay off our debts and
not allocated to expanding the bureaucracy.
These and other issues are slated to be acted upon by the House
and Senate. They pose,many challenges but also offer us the oppor4unity to help Kentticky, and our nation develop and prosper.

Several angry Chicagoans have
sent me postcards, produced in
Wisconsin, that they consider
insulting to our city.
The postcard has a title that says
"Street Art" and it shows two
By Mike
pictures.
One is a dingy alley. On the
Royko
pavement is a chalk outline of a
human figure. It's what the crime
lab draws before it removes a murHunt, vice president of economic
der victim. Under this picture is the
development for the group. "1 want
word "Chicago."
to emphasize that it wasn't an
The other picture shows a sidew- effort to offend the Chicago area."
alk with another chalk drawing.
Of couse not. Why should an
But this drawing shows the design attempt to steal industry and jobs
of a hopscotch game, with a jumprope lying across it. Under it are by showing a homicide scene
the words: "Fox River Valley, Wi." offend anyone?
Unfortunately, it did. As Tamara
Turning the card over, we read:
"A graphic contrast: FBI statistics Delin, a Chicagoan who sent me
rate the Fox River Valley, Wiscon- her card, said: "I have never been
sin, among the 10 safest areas in so appalled. It is a disgraceful form
the nation. Here, children still play of advertising, especially from a
freely; women walk unescorted, neighboring state. I have lived here
and an unlocked car door does not all my life and for all good and
necessarily mean an instant insur- bad, I still love this great city."
ance claim. The Fox River Valley,
And as someone who signed his
Wisconsin, were the good life still note only Fred said: "A guy at
exists!"
work showed me this card. Why
There are phone numbers on the don't you stick it to those hicks?"
card, so we phoned and discovered
I can't do that. The card might
that it was produced by the Fox be offensive, but it's not sufficient
Cities Chamber of Commerce, provocation for a verbal fued.
which includes Fond du Lac,
Appleton and Oshkosh.
Besides, there is some truth in
The purpose of the cards is to the card's portrayal of Chicago.
lure Chicago industry to the safety We do have more than our fair
and tranquility of their community. share of homicides, so why deny
"Basically, the postcard was it?
designed somewhat tongue in
And it is also true that cities like
check to compare the quality of life Fond Du Lac are more tranquil.
and the business climate in Chica- I've been to Fond Du Lac and most
go vs. the Fox River valley area in of the people appear so tranquil
east-central Wisconsin," said Greg that their eyes are glazed, their

SAYS

jaws hang slackly, and a few that Kareem Abdul-Jabbar played
drooled.
for the Milwaukee Bucs when he
No, I can't find it in my heart to was still named Lew Alcindor.
lash out at those northern neighbors However, after every resident of
we josh as cheeseheads. I've Milwaukee asked him the same
traveled through much of Wiscon- droll question, "How's the weather
sin, and I'm genuinely fond of it. up there, " he demanded to be
From its farms to its cities, you traded. When he left, a Wisconsin
won't find kinder, simpler folk paper had an editorial that said:
anywhere, except in custodial cate. "And he never did tell us how the
Of course, a few of the farm folk weather was up there, the ingrate."
are weird. Living out in the boonThere's also Madison, a progresies can do that. There used to be a
sive
city with the campus of the
farmer named Ed, who was a loner
renowned
University of Wisconsin.
and had a strange hobby. He turned
Although some people still think of
the skin of some of his neighbors
the university as a hotbed of radiinto lampshades. He pickled the
cals and leftists, I see nothing
rest.
unusual about Midwestern students
Ed was an exception, of course,
saying to their parents: "Mom,
although it's still a good idea to
Dad, you are no-good, gringo
lock your rustic cabin door. You
imperialists."
never know what hobby might be
Madison also is home to some of
going around.
Most of the cheesheads are firie the most fervent feminists, who
citizens, content to chomp on a wear buttons that say: "Male is a
bratwurst, burp, yank on the under- four-letter word." I have to admire
side of a cow. and wear lon2 red their spunk and unwillingness to
underwear to formal social events. conform. And I didn't think it was
There's nothing wrong with long funny when a friend of mine
red underwear, but up there they returned from a visit to Madison
and said.
wear it as an outer garment.
"I saw this feminist woman near
But there's more to Wisconsin
than the farms and the fishing the campus and complimented her
lodges, with the Japanese-made on her luxurious fur boots," She
plastic muskies hanging behind the said: "I'm not wearing boots."
So it is silly to get angry over a
bars.
There's Milwaukee, a clean, postcard. Like it or not, crime has a
well-run, orderly city. It was role in our history. Countless
named after Chicago's Milwaukee movies and TV dramas have been
Avenue because so many early made about Chicago's gangsters.
Wisconsin travelers were impress- That's all part of our image. And
ed that the taverns on that street while we might not be happy with
had separate washrooms. Or any it, when was the last time you saw
washrooms.
a hit movie about a Wisconsin farMany sports fans have forgotten mer kissing his cow?

Residents'are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor

Today In IlYstory
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 17, the 17th day of 1990. There are 348 days
left in the year.
Highlight
Today's
History:
in
On Jan. 17, 1945, Soviet and Polish forces liberated Warsaw from the
Nazis. That same day, Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, credited with
saving tens of thousands of Jews from the Nazis, disappeared in Hungary
while in Soviet custody.
On this date:
In 1706, Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston.
In 1806, Thomas Jefferson's daughter, Martha, gave birth to James
Madison Randolph, the first child born in the White House.
In 1871, Andrew S. Hallidie received a patent for a cable car system
that began service in San Francisco in 1873.
In 1893, the 19th president of the United States, Rutherford B. Hayes,
died in Fremont, Ohio, at the age of 70.
In 1917, the United States paid Denmark $25 million dollars for the
Virgin Islands.
In 1946, the United Nations Security Council held its first meeting.
In 1950, eleven men in Halloween masks robbed a Brink's office in
Boston of $1.2 million dollars in cash and $1.5 million dollars in checks,
bonds and securities.
In 1961, in his farewell address, President Eisenhower warned against
the rise of the "military-industrial complex."
In 1966, a U.S. Air Force B-52 carrying four unarmed hydrogen bombs
crashed on the Spanish coast. Three of the bombs were soon recovered,
but the fourth wasn't found until the following April.
In 1977, convicted murderer Gary Gilmore got his wish to be shot by a
firing squad at the Utah State Prison, becoming the first person to be executed in the United States in a decade.
In 1983, George C. Wallace, capping a political comeback, took the
oath of office as Governor of Alabama for a record fourth term as he
succeeded Forrest "Fob" James.
Today's Birthdays: Ballerina-actress Moira Shearer is 64. Hair stylist
Vidal Sassoon is 62. Actor James Earl Jones is 59. Actress Sheree North
is 57. Ventriloquist Shari Lewis is 56. Former heavyweight boxing
champion Muhammad Ali is 48. Former heavyweight boxing champion
Joe Frazier is 46.
Thought for Today: "What is sauce for the goose may be sauce for the
gander, but is not necessarily sauce for the chicken, the duck, the turkey
or she guinea hen." — Alice B. Toklas, American-born writer
(1877-1967).
— By The Associated Press

Letter to the Editor

Airborne veterans plan
reunion events for July
Dear Editor:
these ceremonies.
Anyone who has earned his
This will be the largest event
ever held by the Airborne veterans Glider of Jump wings is eligible to
of America. During the period of attend and join our associations.
July 4-8, all the Airborne Divisions The 82nd Airborne has over 75
and various other units will hold chapters across the U.S.A.
their annual reunions together in
Time is vital for hotel reservaWashington, D.C. We know that tions so please write or call today
many of your readers will be inter- for complete details. Write to: Airested as their comrades should be borne Reunion; 5459 Northcutt PL;
Dayton, OH 45414 or call
present.
The Airborne Veterans of 513-898-5977. Many thanks for
America will hold their first joint your time and cooperation. We
reunion together ever in Washing- know that your readers will appreton, D.C. on July 4-8, 1990. It will ciate the above information.
commemorate the 50th anniversary
Respectfully requested.
of the beginning of American airShirley R. Gossett
borne as more than 45,000 people
Membership Chairman
are expected to attend this eveni (WWII)
Celebrities such as President
82nd Airborne Division
Association
George Bush, Martha Raye and
Bob Hope are expected to attend
Dayton, Ohio 45414

•

Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -The winning numbers selected
Tuesday in the Kentucky State
Lottery's Kentucky Cash game
were 1-7-1.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The jury list for the term of Calloway Circuit Court to start Feb. 4
have been released by Frances
Shea, Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, Paul Kiesow, Ed Shinners, Jim Miller and
Paul Schroeder have been installed
as officers of Four Rivers Manufacturing Council.

Harold Beaman, administrator of
West View Nursing Home and
president of Western Kentucky
District Nursing Home Association,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Lions Club at Murray Woman's
Club House.

The home and contents of the
Clarence Eldridge family of Rt. 1,
Almo, were destroyed by fire on
Jan. 15.
Bobby Coles, bowler on The
Ledger & Times team in Murray
Merchants League, snared the difficult
"big four" split conversion in
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Laddie McAllister league action on Jan. 13 at Corvetand a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Reggie te Lanes.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to Shultz, Jan. 10; a boy to Mr. and
An
average
of $26.17 per 100
Kenneth
Mrs.
Wallace,
a
girl
to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Nance, Dec. 23,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Doug Gar- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Owen Smith pounds was reported for the sale of
rett, Jan. 9, and twin boys to Mr. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles dark fired tobacco on Murray
Market yesterday. This was for
and Mrs. Rex Alderdice, Jan. 13. R. Thurman Jr., Jan. 11.
374,600
pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar McClain
Calloway
Thirty
County Sheriff W.B.
ago
years
were married for 50 yerars on Dec.
Patterson
urges
Council
Murray
City
accepted
all persons to pay
29.
bids for a new police cruiser at a their taxes before March 1 to avoid
Twenty years ago
meeting on Jan. 15. Mayor Protem the six percent penalty to be added
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Frazier are Lester Nanny presided in the at that time.
still in the process of cleaning up absence of Mayor Holmes Ellis
Births reported include a boy to
after their Grade A milk barn
who is on a trip to Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Suiter,
burned about 2:30 p.m. on Jan. 4. D.C.
Jan. 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jewel Jones and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward DeMyer, Jan. 11; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. C.B. Yates,
Jan. 12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Norsworthyh, a girl to Mr. and
WALTER L. APPERSC)N, Publisher
Mrs.
Fred Workman, and a boy to
TED DELANEY, General Manager
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Barnett, Jan. 13;
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. E.D. RowMARILYN W. WALKER, Claasified Manager
land, Jan. 14.
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
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The Mum, Lady, & Tema (USPS 104 700)
The Murray ledger & Times is puN'shed every afternoon except Sundoys. July 4. Uhristrnas Day,
New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapon Inc., 1001 Whitten Dr.
. Murray, Ky.
42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by camera SO 50 per month,payable an advance.
By mad
in Calloway County and to Benton, garde% Mayfield, Sedalia and Parmiatabot. Ky., arid Pans.
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn 254 00 per year. By mail to ether deedesoriens $5950 per year
To ,each all deparuneaus of the newspaper phase 753-1916.
The h&utey Ledger & Tunes is a member of the Associasod Pries, Kentucky Press Association and
&waiver) Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press an esclusively enutled to news ortainared by The Murray ledger &
Tunes.

Thoughts in Season

by Ken Wolf
When once asked by an anthropologist what the Indians called
America before the white man
arrived, an Indian said simply,
"Ours."
This anecdote comes from the
modern crusader for Native Americans, Vine Deloria. Jr.
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NruRRAY TODAY
WASHINGTON (AP) — Soviet
space scientist Roald Z. Sagdeev
and his fiance, Susan Eisenhower,
were the guests of honor Tuesday
night at a White House dinner
given by President Bush and his
wife, Barbara.
Ms. Eisenhower, 38, a granddaughter of former President
Dwight Eisenhower, and Sagdeev,
57, announced last week that they
will be married in Moscow on Feb.
9.
Other guests at the private dinner
were Soviet Ambassador Yuri
Dubinin and his wife, Liana;
NASA Administrator Richard Truly and his wife, Coleen, National
Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft;
American Express chief executive
officer lames D. Robinson III;
Anne Eisenhower, a granddaughter
of the late president; her brother
David and his wife, Julie Eisenhower II, the daughter of former
President Richard M. Nixon.
Also attending was public relations executive Bob Gray.

THE BEAUTY BOX
welcomes

Sandy Tubers Saxon
to their
salon staff.
She invites you to call for an appointment on
Wednesday, Friday or Saturday.

ADU
Sculpture Nails
and Manicures
Once upon a time...and so begins the story about three brothers who search for the Water of Life. Tara
Harman, left, is telling her story to Linda Harrington and Elizabeth Harrington during an after-school
story telling class at Murray Middle School. Mary Hamilton is the story teller artist directing a monthlong residency with the Murray City Schools through a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council. The afterschool class will meet this Thursday, Jan. 18, in Ted Dotson's classroom at MMS. Dotson, art teacher at
MMS and Robertson Center, will direct the students in representing their chosen stories through art
work.

All As and Bs
Hillary Belcher, Karen Caldwell,
Misty Camp, Allison Cantrell, Stephen Crouch, Ryan Cunningham,
Stacey Foster, Neely Green, Sean
Haverstock, Rachel Hutson, Andrea
Jackson, David Klapper, Julie
Krouse, Sarah McNeary, Greg
Miller,
Michelle Morris, Priyesh Nathu,
Jimmy Nethercott, Jennie Olson,
Tabtha Paschall, Justin Rouse, Carl
Sealey, Emma Shaw, Jason Shelby,
Ellen Uddberg, Amberly Vance,
Tim Vaughn, Shauna Waller, Preston Weatherly, Jason West and
Leigh Ann Yates.

(
"Get Started On Your. Tan At Our
Tanning Lounge
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-7132

Save money and lose weight fast!

Murray Middle School lists
honor roll for second period
Murray Middle School Faculty
and Administration have announce
the honor roll for the second nine
weeks' grading period which ended
Dec. 15, 1989, as follows:
SIXTH GRADE
All As
Dustin Alton, Ken Bazzell, Jayson Brivain, Carroll Lane Christopher, Danielle Glover, Karen
Green, Carrie Griffiths, Heather
Jedan, Alyson McNutt, Summer
Roberson, Sarah Snyder and Chas
Villanova.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

tellci twill at Middle School

Bushes honor
bridal couple
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SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Keisa Bennett, Amy Bryan,
Rachel Cella, Lori Cook, Angela
Fairbanks, David Graves, Crystal
Johnson and Casey McNutt.
All As and Bs
Dana Blankenship, Wade Denton, Amanda Haneline, Joel Johnson, John Key, Mary Maddox, Patricia Maxwell, Tracy Pervine, Paul
Scott Sarah Van Dyke and Renee

By Abigail
Van Buren

JOIN NOW FOR ONLY $15.00
OFFER ENDS JANUARY 31,1990

Wife Learns to Overlook
Husband's Short Stature

yemon.

DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"Single and Short in Minneapolis"
made my day! Thirty-two years ago
I was one ofthose single women who
wondered where all the "good" men
were — and at 5 feet 10 inches, I
didn't consider them "good" unless
they were at least 6 feet tall. Then I
met a fellow whom I described at the
time as "a short, skinny little pipsqueak." The only things he seemed
to be long on were good manners and
perseverance.Every time we met,he
would ask me to go out with him. I
politely declined.
One day,growing tired of having
to be pleasant to this persistently
polite little person I wasn't interested in,I decided to go out with him
just once, but to be such a dull date,
the little pip-squeak would quit
pursuing me.
Well,last June we celebrated our
31st wedding anniversary. He is still
four inches shorter than I am, but
he's the biggest man I have ever had
the privilege ofknowing,and I thank
God daily for opening my eyes before
I passed up the sweetest guy in the
world!
GOT THE PRIZE IN ARIZONA

EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Misty Clark, Brian Flickenger,
Sam Green, Tory Holton, NoeIle
Jedan, Scott Krieb, Allison Pritchett and Maggie Snyder.
All As and Bs
Jason Adams, Geoffrey Bail,
Jennie Bell, Clay Bolin, Kathy
Bomba, Rob Carpenter, Jeanne
Clark, Damon Cohoon, Sara Fitts,
Allison Graham, Donnie Holland,
Brent Keller, Sara Klaus,
Jennifer Lee, Megan Malinauskas, Nicole McCarthy, Jill Miller,
Michelle Mitchell, Stephanie Mott,
Jon Reid, Beth Rose, Heather
Scott, Melony Stambaugh, Todd
Vinson and Matt Weatherly.

DATEBOOK
Emmanuel plans conference
A Missions Conference at Emmanuel Baptist Church, Highway 121
Bypass, will begin tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. Sessions will continue
at 1:30 and 7 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 18, and at 9 a.m. and 1:30 and 7
p.m. on Friday, Jan. 19. The James F. Fortner, pastor, invites the public to
attend these conferences.

DEAR GOT THE PRIZE:I am
still plowing through the mailin
response to"Single and Short in
Minneapolis":

Jones will speak for BPW

DEAR ABBY:In answer to"Single
and Short in Minneapolis," tell him
to take a good look at the men's side
ofthe singles columns. Never have I
seen one ad that says, "Wanted:
woman with a nice personality and a
good sense ofhumor."They all read:
"Wanted: pretty, slender, etc."
Don't men realize that marrying
a slim woman isn't always what it's
cracked up to be? What happens
after she has two or three kids?
At least when a guy marries a
woman with a little meat on her
bones,he's notin for a big surprise in
later years.
SINGLE AND PLUMP
IN PITTSBURGH

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, Jan. 18,
at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House, North 12th Street. The guest speaker
will be Melody Jones, public information officer for the Murray Police
Department. All members and interested women Lie invited to attend, a
group spokesperson said.

Scout Cookie Kickoff Thursday
Don Jackson, Murray-Calloway County Cookie Chairman for 1990, has
announced plans for the Girl Scout annual Cookie Kickoff to be Thursday, Jan. 18, fromn 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Robertson School. Jackson said a
fun night is planned for all levels of Girls Scouts from Brownies through
Seniors. Songs, skits and games are planned as well as the passing out of
the cookie order sheets. All Girl Scouts planning to sell cookies should
attend. The orders for cookies will begin on Friday, Jan. 19, and continue
through Sunday, Feb. 4. Delivery will not be made until March. Cookies
this year will be $2.50 per box and will be available in seven different
varieties.

DEAR ABBY:Regarding "Single
and Short in Minneapolis": Hold the
phone, pal. Most of the singles ads
I've seen indicate that only tall,thin,
attractive blondes need respond.

(Cont'd on page 8A)

JOIN
WEIGHT WATCHERS
SAVE $10.00

Short? Over 35? A few pounds
overweight? Well,get thee to a nunnery and forget about dating and
romance in today's beauty-obsessed
culture.
SHORT,SINGLE AND
FED UP IN FRESNO

Kits NItieet.i.es•

"We've made some
exciting new changes in.
our Weight Watchers
Program . It's now called'
'Fast and Flexible'and it
/itsjust right into our busy lifestyle.
Join now, you'll love our
new program and you'll

mr
save
MURRAY,
1st Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Monday
5.45 PM
For Further Class Information, Please Call 1-800-333-5756
thrro.'or

DEAR ABBY: On the subject of
height: I seldom meet a short man
who does not have the "small man
syndrome." Because he is short, he
attemptsto compensate for his shortness by being overbearing. I suspect
that "Single and Short" is no exception. He betrays himself by saying,
"I'd like to bop women up the side of
the head to wake them up."The men
I've loved have more class and character than to say that. Yet I know
one short man in his 70s with whom
I'd run away tomorrow if he asked
me.
May I give some advice to short
men?(1)Examine your personality
and don't come on too strong to
compensate for being short. (2) Do
not assume that tall women are not
interested in you. Ask them out.
I have a final question for"Single
and Short in Minneapolis." He advises women to consider men who
have less hair, are not trim and are
under 6 feet tall. Do you follow your
own advice in reverse, and consider
dating a woman who isn't trim and
pretty?
TALL IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Single and Short in Minneapolis":
Excuse me,but I have been single for
13 years, during which time I've
dated short men,tall men,fat, thin,
rich and poor men. I've dated handsome men and ugly men, and I'm
still looking for "Mr. Right."
I have learned thatjerks come in
all shapes and sizes.
SINGLE,SHORT AND BLOND
IN IOWA

You've tried the rest, now try the best!

WEIrilff WATCHERS is a repp.terred oedema* of Weight Reucheres Ints-enstkpml. Inc.0 1(59).
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Hardware

January 90
Bargains

White Mechanical
Bath Scale

300 lb. capacity both sLole for
convenient home use with easy to
read dial.
As Advitelesed
Nateonol TV

PER
2 PK
WHMI
SUPPLIES
LAST

*5*
Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be fou. in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have LovelyVedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 1.3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet. P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

YOU
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GE Fluorescent Bulbs
48" fluorescent light bulbs for
crisp, cool white light works perfectly in home, office, utility, etc.

Duracell Alkaline.=
Batteries

' MONEY SAVING COUPONS
the Sunflower Group • 10895 Lowell, Overland Park, Kansas 66210

WHILE
SUPPl it S
LAS!

2"

Stock up with your choice of 4 pk.
C or 0 size alkaline batteries.
long lasting operation for radios,
toys & appliances. wmt
399
DURACELL
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500/1000/1500W
Heater Fan
Heater fan works great for summer or winter months. 3 heat settings and 5120 BIU output
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Helen Hayes

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frasces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 18, 1900
store for you tonight
ARIES
YOU BORN TODAY are more
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
universal in outlook than the typical
Partners work well as a team
member of your sign. You're inclined
today. It's a grand day for you
socially, with romantic introductions to be independent and to do your
coming to those eligible Luck is with own thing. You have an interest in
pohtics and public concerns and are
you on home matters as well.
reform-minded. In business, you'd be
TAURUS
a good adviser, but you'll feel more at
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
home in an artistic or professional
An early start brings you job
progress, but the p.m could be
anti-climcatic. Still, you should be
hearing some good news now, especially those of you in creative fields.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Going out together is fine as long
as you don't spend too much money
Career prospects improve dramatically now. New chances for financial
gain are certain to arise.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Getting things done around the
house will be one of your objectives
for today. Later, you'll be in the mood
to step out for good times. It's a
happy time romantically.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You could meet with romance
through the job. However, a coworker may be touchy today. Favor
able developments in your family life
make tonight somewhat special.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Shopping for the home is favored
early in the day. Tonight, you'll want
to look your best, as you couldn't
have a better evening for dating and
getting together with friends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Your positive outlook spurs you to
make things happen for you today. A
splendid career opportunity could
come to you now. Entertaining at
home should be a delight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
COE
Behind the scene financial developments are favorable right now.
Charm is your ally in all you do today.
Good news pertains to publishing,
travel and educational interests.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to DEfc. 21)
You may be making plans now to
host a party. You may be receiving a
lovely gift or good news about a
financial matter. A friend seems a bit
self-conscious tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You definitely have added charm
and pi7757z today, but in dealings
with higher-ups maintain the proper
decorum. Social life should be extra
special tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be making plans to visit with
friends afar. Today could brings you a
wonderful career opportunity. A
charitable concern engages your
attention. Privacy abets romance.
PISCES
wein0
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Morning hours are your best time
to push career interests. Socially, you
couldn't have a better day for getting
together with others. Fun times are in

NEW YORK (AP) — Helen
Hayes stood on a sidewalk in the
theater district and picked a spot
for her plaque in a "Broadway
Walk of Stars."
"I think stage center is where
I'd like it," the 89-year-old actress
said after looking up at an overhang to determine the center in
front of a new Holiday Inn being
dedicated in April.
The first plaque pictures a Tony
Award and includes Ms. Hayes'
name; her category, best actress;
the play, "Happy Birthday;" and

the year, 1947, the first year of
Tony Awards.
Other plaques will be placed on
sidewalks throughout the theater
district, rather than in a continuous
line like the Hollywood Walk of
Fame, said Meredith Pillon, a Holiday Inn spokeswoman.
Pillon said Tuesday the League
of American Theatres and Producers, the American Theatre Wing,
the Broadway Association and
Holiday Inn were hoping to begin
the project with about 200 plaques.
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(Standing L to R) Jayson Roberts, David York, Connie Cox,
Gene Buhmann,(Front Row) Tommy Vance, Charles Jenkins,
Preston Barrett.
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The first ceramic heaters to be certified
and sold in North America. Pelonts
Sale-T-Furnaces can provide Instant
heat lor large rooms in your home
Save the maior cost of heating the
whole house Turn down central
heating and turn on your portable
Pelonis Sale-T-Fumace Otters true
Thermostatic Control of 50° to 80° F
Exceptionally safe, Pelonis Saie-TFurnaces operate below the combustion point of even tissue paper.
Ask about our FREE 7-DAY TRIAL.
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Valentine's Day
messages will be
sent from Loveland

The EATER'S CHOICE° CHOLESTEROL TREATMENT PROGRAM gives you the skills to significantly lower your cholesterol by diet while allowing
you to choose the foods you want to eat.
TREE INTRODUCIORY MOON
DATE: Tuesday, January 23, 1990
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
PLACE:Public Library Meeting Room

PETS OF THE WEEK — These animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore
Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left,
eight-week-old Springer Spaniel mix pups; "Silver," a shorthaired silver Tabby w/white female; and eightweek-old Border Collier mix pups. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For
information call 759-4141.

For additional information, call
759-4750 or 753-9778
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Groom surprised
when he arrives
for his wedding
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LOVELAND, Colo. (AP) —
Cupid has a new message for lovers this Valentine's Day and volunteers are lining up to spread the
word from Loveland.
People around the world send
their Valentines through the Loveland post office each year to get
the special postmark and cachet
verse.
Ted Thompson, 85, has been
coming up with verses since he and
his wife, Mabel, started the remailing program in 1947.
An estimated 300,000 people
will get Thompson's latest Valen
tine's verse:
"It might just be a song bird,
"Or perhaps some sparkling
dew,
"That brings fond recollections,
And a timeless cupid too."
Thompson said recently he's not
sure where he got the inspiration.
"It takes the whole year for me to
get something I'm satisfied with.
It's a hard thing for me. Some people are born to write a verse for
you, but that's far away from me."
Since it stamped 300 pieces of
mail its first year, more than 7 million Valentines have passed
through the program. The mail is
hand-stamped by about 50 seniorcitizen volunteers. There's no
charge for the extra touch, which
begins Monday and continues
through Feb. 14.

EA.
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99'

EA.79'
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RICHMOND, Va.(AP) — There
was a cake, flowers, guests, a judge
to perform the ceremony .and the
bride wore a blue chiffon gown. 4
The groom didn't know anything
about it.
Frances Upchurch, 45, staged the
surprise Monday in her office.
Groom Vance Helms, also 45,
thought he was coming to pick her
up for lunch.
"Everywhere we called, for
flowers, food, everywhere —
nobody believed that the groom
didn't know about the wedding. It
took a lot of explaining, especially
to the judge we asked to perform
the ceremony," Ms. Upchurch
said.
The couple had planned to have
brief civil ceremony later this
week, said Vance.
But when he opened Ms.
Upchurch's office door he was
greeted by Judge Robert J. Smith, a
large crowd of other people, and
cameras.
Vance backed out and closed the
door.
"When I saw (the judge) in
those black robes, that was when I
realized that this was the real
thing," Helms said.
"Are you ready?" asked the
judge.
"Yes," Helms replied.
"We have the reputations of
being the dullest, most respectable
people you know," Ms. Upchurch
said. "We're the last people you
would expect to do something like
this."

Newman company
gives all profits
to various charities
WESTPORT, Conn.(AP) — The
food company founded by actor
Paul Newman enjoyed another profitable year.
Newman's Own Inc. announced
Monday it had made $7 million in
profits in 1989, and all of it will be
donated to charities around the
country.
"What I particularly like about
this unpredictable company of
mine is that we furnish people with
wholesome food that they enjoy
which then enables us to take the
profits we make and give them to
the unfortunate people of the country," the blue-eyed star of the
recent movies "Blaze" and "Fat
Man and Little Boy" said in a
statement issued by the company.
Newman's Own, which sells
salad dressing, popcorn, lemonade
and spaghetti sauce, has donated its
profits each year since its was
founded in 1982.
The company has donated more
than $26 million to charity.
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Watkins-McKinney wedding planned Sigler and Trimble wedding is Feb. 3
Ms. Amy Denise Watkins and
Troy Dwain McKinney announce
their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Watkins of
Rt. 5, Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Watkins of Russellville.
The groom-elect is the son of
MT. and Mrs. Larry McKinncy of
Rt. 1, Farmington. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Clcvie Parrish and the late Mr. and
Mrs. R.D. McKinney of Rt. 1,
Dexter.
Ms. Watkins is a 1986 graduate
of East Central High School,
Brookville, Ind. She is employed as
a cosmetologist at Fantastic Sams,
Murray.
Mr. McKinney is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School. A part-time farmer, he is
employed by Bobby Hall
Masonary.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 27, at 7
p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church,
Highway 94 East, Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding the
reception.

Ms. Andrea Beth Sigler of 603
North 18th Si, Murray, and Steven
Edward Trimble of Murray
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald T. Sigler of
Rt. 10, Marion. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delmer
Sigler and the late Raymond Smith
and Kathryn Dunkerson.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon Trimble of
Marion. He is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Scott Trimble
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Clevic Parrish.
Ms. Sigler, a 1985 graduate of
Crittenden County High School, is
a 1989 graduate of Murray State
University. She is employed at
SouthEastern Book Co., Murray.
Mr. Trimble is a 1982 graduate
of Crittenden County High School,
Marion. He is currently selfemployed.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Feb. 3, at 2
p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church,
Highway 94 East, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Amy Denise Watkins and
Troy Dwain McKinney to marry

Andrea Beth Sigler, fiancee
of Steven Edward Trimble

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page SA)

Speech Team Show at CCMS
The CalIowa)) County Middle School Speech Team will sponsor, a
talent show on Friday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. at the school. There will be a
varieiy of acts featuring singing, dancing, skits and lots of music, all performed by the middle school students. Several nice door prizes will also
be given away. Admission will be SI per person and the public is invited
to attend this special show.

Holly Elise Emery born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Emery, P.O. Box 61, Hazel, are the parents of a
daughter, Holly Elise, weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring
201/2 inches, born on Saturday, Dec. 23, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother, the former Rita Gibson, is a city letter carrier at the
Murray Post Office. The father is employed at McKeel Equipment Co.,
Murray. Grandparents include Brooks Gibson of Hazel, Peggy Gibson of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Emery of Rt. 2, Hickory. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Mertie Emery of Mayfield.

Robin Nicole Ezell born
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ezell of Paducah are the parents of a daughter, Robin
Nicole, born Tuesday, Dec. 5, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The
mother is the former Lori Day. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Ezell of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Day of Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Kerry Via of Atlanta, Ga. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Garnett Loafman
and the late Mr. Loafman and Mr. and Mrs. Novis Ezell, all of Murray.

Best Sale In Town
112 to 2/3 off
*Cambridge Dry Goods • Ann Klein • Leslie Lucks • Pinky

Suzie (1).
Corner of
12th & Olive
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Suue Q
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Murray
753-7657
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Gospel singing at Bethel

Andrew Michael Giles born

A gospel singing will be Saturday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. at Bethel United
Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East. The featured group will
be the Psalms of Praise. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesperson said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: John Stubblefield of Almo and Estelle Lawrence of Kirksey
from Lourdes; Danny Burkeen and David Cunningham of Murray and Fay
Lassiter of Hazel from Western Baptist.

Holland donations may be made
Donations in memory of Preston (Ty) Holland may be made to the Ty
Holland Scholarship Fund, administered through the Murray State University Foundation, or to the Murray Schools Foundation for Excellence in
Education. Donations may be mailed to Murray Board of Education, 814
Poplar St., Murray, Ky. 42071, and they will be forwarded to the appropriate Foundation as designated.

Newborns and dismissals
listed by hospital Tuesday
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan.
16, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Crutcher baby girl, parents, Virginia and Larry, Rt. 2, Box MA,
Hazel;
Terry baby girl, parents, Karen
and Stanley, Rt. 2, Box 166A,
Camden, Tenn.;
Beal baby girl, parents, Kathleen
and Mark, 502 Pine St., Murray;
Yoder baby girl, parents, Ruby
and Samuel, Rt. 67, Box 200,
Mayfield.

Dismissals
Miss Mimi Oliver, P.O. Box
715, Eddyville; Mrs. Vickie Boyd
and baby girl, 315 Royal Oak Dr.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ruby Yoder and baby girl,
Rt. 6, Box 200, Mayfield; Mrs.
Cynthia Suratt, Rt. 5, Box 365,
Paris, Tenn.;
Ms. Louise Fox, P.O. Box 365,
Cadiz; William Kearney, P.O. Box
956, Hopkinsville; Mrs. Juanita
Cotham, Rt. 2, Box 192, Benton;
William McClure, P.O. Box
1098, Murray; Dolfus McClain,
350 Rison, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Melo
Paschall, P.O. Box 71, Hazel;
Duane Owens, 805 Bagwell
Blvd., Murray; Mrs. Mae Thomas,
806 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray;
Mrs. Vera Ann Farris (expired)
516 South llth Si, Murray; Mrs.
Grace Hopkins (expired) Rt. 1,
Hardin.

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Giles of Lorton, Va., are the parents of a son,
Andrew Michael, weighing eight pounds 12 ounces, born Sunday, Jan. 7,
at Fairfax Hospital, Fairfax County, Va. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Giles of Murray, Mrs. Frances Wesselmann of Carbondale, Ill.,
and Dr. Bill Burton of Belleville, Ill. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Marguerite Hilbert of Carbondale, Ill.

Bible Study will be Thursday
Ladies' Community-wide Bible Study will meet Thursday, Jan. 18, at 1
p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. This is a nondenominational study and all interested women are invited, a group spokesperson said.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"Labels are devices for saving talkative persons the trouble of
thinking."
- John Morley.
"I thought a 'Chinese finesse'
would work against West," alibied
South.
"Not very bright," observed
North. "Although a Chinese finesse
can sometimes deceive the opponents, why try a finesse at all if its
unnecessary?"
South took his heart queen, drew
trumps and cashed the heart ace.
Then he led a low diamond toward
dummy. West taking his ace. A diamond was continued and a club was
discarded from dummy. One more
club discard was available in dummy,and one club could be discarded
from the South hand. Unfortunately
that would still leave A-10 in dummy and Q-7 in Snuth's hand. Without
cashing his red-suit winners, South
tried his "Chinese finesse" (an attempt to win a trick by leading an
unsupported honor). The club queen
was led. South hoping for a sleepy
duck by West, but no luck. West covered and South had to concede a
club for one down.
There was no need for trickery in
the club suit. Assuming that West
had led a fourth-best heart, South
could force West into an embarrassing position. After cashing the winners in the red suits, South should
run all his trumps. On the play of
the last trump, the heart nine and
the A-W of clubs remain in dummy
and West must discard. He has no
safe discard (if West saves the heart
10, the nine is discarded from dummy) and South can claim his 12th
trick.

NORTH
1-17- A
•K Q 5 4
V K 96 2
•Q
4 A 10 6 5
WEST
EAST
49 7
48 6
11 10 8 7 3
J54
•A 6 3
•10 9 8 7 5 4
•K 8 4 3
•
SOUTH
4 A J 10 3 2
VAQ
•K J 2
4Q 7 2
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
Pass
3.
Pass
4•
Pass
5,
Pass
64
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart trey
BID WITH THE ACES
1.17.8

South holds:
4KQ5 4
•K9 62
•Q
•A 10 6 5
North
1+
1+

South
1•

ANSWER: Four spades. Enough to
contract for game, and the direct
jump is best. (Many tournament
players jump to four diamonds to
show values for a game and a singleton diamond.)
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with sell-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 Untied Feature Syndicate
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Corning community events are announced
Wednesday, Jan. 17

Wednesday, Jan. 17

MEA will meet at 3:30 p.m. in
library of Murray High School.

Session meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at First Presbyterian Church.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Activity for
Kindergarten through Grade 5 from
5 to 7 p.m. and Community Concerns Committee at 7:30 p.m., both
in Parish Center, and RCIA at 7:30
p.m. in Gleason Hall.

Missions Conference will start at
7 p.m. at Emmanuel Baptist
Church.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday night Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m. and Study on Prayer at
6:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.;
Work Area Chairpersons meeting
at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 18
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House.

ARK will meet at 5 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Angela Fortner will sing a solo
and a study will be on Revelation 9
at 7:30 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week
Bible Study, Acteens, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p,m.

Parenting Class will be at 7 p.m.
in Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Girl Scout Annual Cookie Kickoff will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at Robertson School.
Ladies' Community-wide Bible
Study will be at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Missions Conference will be at
1:30 and 7 p.m. at Emmanuel Baptist Church.
After-School Story Telling Class
will be at Murray Middle School.
Benefit dinner and drawing for
Maxine Starks of Hazel will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. for members and
their guests of Amvets Post 45 at
Post home at Paris Landing.

Thursday, Jan. 18
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Post
home on Highway 94 East.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Kentucky Maid Restaurant at
Draffenvilk.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
U.S. Census Bureau will give
tests for crewleaders and enumerators at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce building.
Family YMCA events will be
Tots in Motion for 3-5 years at
4:30 p.m. at Carter Elementary
School; Aerobics at 6:45 p.m. at
Robertson Elementary School. For
information call 759-YMCA.
Murray Montessori School will
have a Drawing and Painting
Workshop at 4 p.m. For information call 753-8380 or 435-4593.

Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house.

New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs and
Mission Friends at 7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Vietnam Veterans Fellowship
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, 906
Main St., Murray. For information
call 762-4894 or 753-9976.

"Wizards," a 1977 animated feature, will be shown free at 7:30
p.m. at Curris Center theater at
Murray State University.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:30 p.m.; super dinner at 5:30
p.m.; planning session for 1990
bazaar at 6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir
at 7:30 p.m.

Tutor training session for free
Adult Reading Program will be at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church. For
information call 753-1993 or
753-4363.

Senior trumpet recital of Jessica
Shanklin will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

Ceramics and paintings by
B.F.A. degree candidate Mans
Blount will be on display today
through Jan. 28 in upper level of
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Prayer meting at 7 p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.; business meeting, Children's
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at M&W Ceramics at Water Valley
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Pilot Oak
Grocery from 12 to 2 p.m.

CHILDREN PLAY & LEARN
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Home of 'Aunt Bee' described

Thursday, Jan. 18
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Basketball teams will
host Fort Campbell at 6 p.m.
Calloway County High School
Freshman Boys Basketball teams
will play at Paducah Tilghman at 6
P.m.

StLER CITY, N.C. (AP) — The
actress who portrayed housekeeper
Aunt Bee on "The Andy Griffith
Show" lived her last years in seclusion in a dark, dingy house and
kept a 1966 green Studebaker with
four flat tires in the garage.
The home of Frances Bavier
reflects little of the coziness of the
fictional house that Aunt Bee managed for Mayberry's sheriff and his
young son on the popular television
series of the 1960s.
The 86-year-old Miss Bavier
died Dec. 6 in the spacious twostory Siler City home to which she
retired in 1972. She rarely left the
house, town residents say.
"She strikes me as living a
sparse life in her latter years, a
very quiet life," said Diana Hatch,
communications director for Uni-

versity of North Carolina Center
for Public Television.
Of an estimated $700,000 estate,
Miss Bavier left the house to a hospital foundation and its antiquated
contents to the public television
network.
An appraisal put the value of
Miss Bavier's belongings at
¶31,683, excluding the Studebaker,
last driven in 1983 on a trip to a
grocery store.
The stench from the actress' 14
cats coupled with peeling plaster,
frayed carpets and worn upholstery
indicate Miss Bavier either was
unable or unwilling to spend much
time keeping up the home.
Her cats evidently used a basement room and a shower stall as a
litter box.

Calloway County Middle School
Eighth Grade Basketball team will
play at 6 p.m. at Trigg County
High School.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary in Parish Center at 9:45 a.m.
and Confirmation meeting 7/8 and
high school students, parents and
sponsors at 7 p.m.
Young in Hearts Class will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Mothers' Day Out will meet at
9:30 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
with Debbie Seay.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

'ARTING AROUND

Please join us

wan Mans Blount

GIRLSCOUT
COOKIE
TIME!
G1

Friday, 19 January 1990. 7 PM
For the Opening Night Exhibition of selected original

PAINTINGS - CERAMICS - PRINTS
Upper level. Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Pnce Doyle Fine Arts Center

ScOUTS

degmascaustics
"we;mgcause'

Murray State University, Murray. Kentucky
Showing during gallery hours 16-28 January 1990
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• A Multi-Age Preschool
41.* •

• An International Form of Preschool Education
which is 85 Years Old

-.."1jr.

• Children Learn Simple to Complex Academics by
Playing with Meaningful Materials
• Children Who Have Attended this Preschool Generally Do Well in Future Academics
• Secular Education and Open to the General
Public
•Teachers Trained in Accordance with the Highest
National Standards.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
•Preschool Program for Ages 21/2 to 6
• Elementary Tutoring - M., W., F After School
• Arts Enrichment After School Program with Murray's Finest Artisans
•Toddler Program for Ages 18-24 Mo.
- Coming Soon

CALL

NowThere'sOne More
Good ReasonToTakeA ShineTo
Field Lite Meats.And It'sfree.
There are plenty ofgood reasons to eat Field Lite Meats.They
have less fat, lower cholesterol, fewer calories, and they taste
great. Now, we'll give you another good reason. A free Field
Lite Flashlight. Just follow the directions on the coupon below
and it's yours free. While supplies last.

'To Schedule A Visit on Friday Mornings"

NOT A STORE COUPON EXPIRES 4/30/90
sair^1

FREE Field Lite F

ISHII- Ina

Ti,.s sturdy, pocket-sized flashlight s an be yours free just Luc the

MURRAY MONTESSORI
CENTER

UPC proof-d-purt hasc seals from ans 3 packages of held Lee
Meat, and send diem along with this sertlfkate to Field Lite
Flashlight Offer,PO Box '09556, Louisville, KY 40299

TheTastAbu've GrownTo1.

Be sure to till in your name Ansi address
Name
Address
City

212 N. 15th

Eileen Fitzgibbon

753-8380

Meat,

State

Zip

This crriiiitatr risay not he media...it
rTrodiarrl and mint ortspaity
nor
for a(we flashlight Oar, void whew timed prohibord by
I.. Offer cspires 4/30r10 Lawn oar regent prr, arm. xiarris. or group
Allow
weeks for arbwery
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SEC warns
Pitino, Brown
after 'fight';
Sooners lose

David Ramey

In a situation where they were no winners,
Bruce Stewart came out the biggest loser of
them all.
Stewart, the dapper coach of the Middle Tennessee State Blue
Raiders, decided to forfeit Monday night's game at Tennessee
State rather than sit back and take his medicine from OVC
commissioner Dan Beebe.
Beebe, you will recall, handed down a rigid prescription to
mend the OVC of the ills caused by the fight between Middle
and Tennessee Tech ten days ago.
A total of 14 players were suspended for at least one game.
Eight MTSU players were suspended, with three missing four
OVC games, one player missing three, three more missing two
games, and one Middle player missing one game.
Beebe allowed the players who were thrown out of the
MTSU-Tech game to count that as a game, and also allowed
Middle to postpone some suspensions.
It was Beebe's first judicial challenge, and his ruling was
correct and he did come down hard against fighting, but Stewart
softened some of the blow.
Tech coach Frank Harrell and the Golden Eagles played Saturday night at Tennessee State, before Stewart laid his bomb on
Sunday, by forfeiting Monday's game.
The action was totally uncalled for, unthinkable, and was, in
the words of TSU coach Ron Abernathy, a joke. Stewart
showed all the courage of an Arab terrorist.
All this "we don't have enough players" nonsense aside,
Stewart wanted to show up Beebe and his ruling. As usual,
Stewart pulled his Nashville media buddies to his Murfreesboro
kingdom, and read his prepared statement on Sunday afternoon
(which was a little nauseating for some, and got downright
sickening when the MTSU coach paraphrased Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.).
This, from a man who all but crawled to Knoxville in an
effort to get the University of Tennessee job, and, when
rebuffed, came back to Murfreesboro and squawked about getting
Middle to leave the OVC and join the Sun Belt. This, after he
forced the league to move its post-season tournament to a
wrestling venue.
But nothing that Bruce Stewart did last season or during the
off-season could match the stunt he pulled this past weekend. I
can't believe Middle Tennesse backed him up on this one.
It is interesting to note the difference between Harrell and
Stewart. Harrell, who spent years laboring as an assistant coach,
accepted the judgement and went back to work coaching basketball. Stewart decided to do some grandstanding.
The least the conference should do is to force MTSU to pay
TSU restitution for the lost revenue from the gate (it is TSU's
biggest gate of the season). In all fairness, the MTSU-TSU
game set for next month in Murfreesboro should be moved to
Tennessee State.
Beebe said this morning that he will sit down with the two
schools in the next couple of days.
"We're going to try and work out an arrangement that will
take care of the financial problem," Bebee said.
Beebe said he didn't take Stewart's action personally.
"I understand that people have suggested that," Beebe said. "I
look at it as an option that their coaching staff and administration have taken. I gave them the opportunity to play. I'm disappointed they took the option they did."
Forfeiting the game made TSU, an innocent bystander in all
this mess, a team that unfortunately was the next on MTSU's
schedule, the biggest victim of all. With Abernathy working hard
(after leaving a golden situation at'LSU as long-time assistant
under Dale Brown), TSU is trying to turn their basketball
program around.
It was also interesting to watch Stewart's action on the video
tape when the fight broke out. Did Stewart leave the bench
immediately to step between players? No. Stewart thought it best
to throw his hands in the air and complain at an official.
Instead of letting a regrettable incident die by accepting the
punishment, Stewart has helped drag out this mess both in time
and in the number of people involved. It is no wonder that,
although Stewart's coaching ability is unquestioned, he is not
one of the more-respected coaches in the league from a
personality standpoint. He's closing in on claiming a "credibility
gap."
• • •
Watch him pace down the sideline like an expected father.
Fall to his knees in an effort to sway the officiating, leap joyfully in the air after a made bucket, draw giggles from the
scorer's table with his off-the-cuff remarks.
I could only be talking about Eastern Kentucky's Mike Pollio.
All antics aside, Polio has a reputation as a great basketball
.coaCh. In nine years as a head coach at Virginia Commonwealth
and Kentucky Wesleyan, the Louisville native posted five 20-win
seasons before stumbling last season at VCU in a year of
tragedy.
Pollio abruptly resigned at VCU after a season which saw a
player die during the season after a practice. He returned home
to his native Kentucky to take over an EKU program which
was in dire need of a fresh new beginning.
Pollio adopted a slow-down strategy after losing top player
Randolph Taylor to grades last week. Pollio feels the Colonels
would get blown out without the "Mongoose" as he calls it.
I saw Eastern play Southern Illinois a few weeks ago; SIU
whipped the Colonels by more than 40 points, and Eastern had
Taylor in the lineup.
"The Mongoose" has given the Colonels a way to win this
season, and, as a win over Austin Peay showed, EKU will be
able to sneak up on a team and cause plenty of trouble if you
don't get an early lead on them.
With a great recruiting base, and a nice tradition in a state
that loves basketball, Pollio has plenty to work with in Richmond. Look for Pollio to return the Colonels to the top rung of
the OVC in the 1990s.
•

•

•

Free throws:
Quote of the week (in a close contest with a number of Pollio lines) comes from Calloway County coach Russ Wall,
describing his team's shooting woes at Hoptown last week:
"We couldn't have thrown the ball in the ocean if we were
standing on the beach."
Murray State Racer football coach Mike Mahoney and the
university have reached a verbal agreement on a three-year contract extension. Mahoney has one year remaining on his current
deal.
Calloway County quarterback Pookie Jones visited Nebraska
this past weekend and is scheduled to visit Memphis State and
Kentucky later this month.
The Racer basketball team has added a walk-on, junior Vince
Nichols, a native of Milwaukee. Wis.

Calloway's Cliff Curd shot over two Pilot defenders during the Lakers' 67-45 decision Tuesday night.

Lakers flash past Fulton County
bomb which gave Calloway a
28-15 lead.
Fulton responded by outscoring
The Calloway County Ulcers CCHS 10-4 to go into the locker
showed flashes of brilliance Tues-. room trailing 32-25.
day night as they cruised past FulNeither team got off to a good
ton County 67-45 at Jeffery Gym. start in the third period, but three
Benji Kelly's 20 points led a trio buckets by Kelly, two scores from
of Lakers in double figures, with curd and a Turner triple pushed the
Travis Turner tossing in 15, all Laker lead to 12 at the end of the
from 3-point range, and Cliff Curd third period. Fulton closed within
10 at the start of the fourth quarter,
adding 14 from the inside.
The Lakers jumped out to a 10-2 but a Turner trey and back-to-back
lead behind five markers from Kel- scores from Kelly put the game
ly, a Curd bucket, and a Turner away.
"I thought we played well at
triple. Calloway led 18-10 at the
end of the first quarter and went on times tonight," Laker coach Russ
a 10-5 run at the start of the second Wall said. "We're still searching
period, capped by another Turner for consistency. Sometimes we get
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

MICHELIN.
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.
We know
there's so
much riding on
your tires.
That's why we
want to help
you select the
right Michelin
radial to give
you long
mileage,
traction and
quality.

complacent instead of staying
hungry."
One of those times appeared to
be the end of the second period,
which brought on an intermission
"discussion" from Wall.
"We got on them pretty hard at
halftime," Wall admitted. "I felt we
let Fulton off the hook late in the
half. I thought we responded real
well in the second half."
The win came on the heels of a
blowout loss to Hopkinsville Friday night.
"We just played tonight, and
didn't worry about the loss the
other night," Wall said."We had to
put that game behind us, it was one
of those games where we couldn't
do anything right."
Calloway was 26-of-58 from the
floor Tuesday, a marked improvement from their 29 percent shooting at Hopkinsville. The Lakers hit
six 3-pointers and were 9-of-12
from the charity stripe. Fulton was
19-of-54 from the floor, 4-of-6
from the line.
Calloway also controlled the
boards as well, with Curd and Kelly pulling down 10 boards each.
In addition to the balanced scoring, Wall complimented the play of
Tim Carpenter, who had six assists
on the evening.
Derrick Winters led Fulton with
16 points, while Demond Barnett
had eight points.
The Lakers will travel to Mayfield Friday to face the Cardinals in
a crucial district contest. Calloway
is 1-2 in the district, and a CCHS
win could keep Calloway out of the
bottom seed in the district
tournament.
"We're still searching for that
good consistency I would like to
see," Wall said. "To win a district
or regional championship, you have
to have consistent play."
I

MICHELIN XF1'

• For domestic cars
• Longest-mileage Michelin
radial

MICHELIN'XVI

• For luxury domestic cars
• Long-mileage all-weather
radial
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10 25 36 45
.FULTON COUNTY
.18 32 48 67
CALLOWAY COUNTY .
Fulton County (45) — Winters 16, Barnett 8,
' C. Smith 7, L Smith 6, Warfick 4, Gardner 2.
Elam. FG 19-54, FT 4-6, 20 rebounds
CaPoway County (67) — !Oily 20, Turner 15,
Curd 14, Ruccio 7, Han 6, Dennis 3, Carpenter
2, Aran!, Geurin, Boyd. FG 26-58, FT 9-12, 31
rebounds.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Louisiana State coach Dale Brown
and Kentucky's Rick Pitino would
rather forget about their confrontation Saturday, which drew a reprimand from the Southeastern
Confereace.
"There are no winners in conflicts like this and I'm sorry that it
happened," Brown said after the
SEC office announced its decision
Tuesday. "Frankly, it took the joy
out of, the victory."
"We have been reprimanded.
Now the issue is completely
dropped," Pitino said.
The trouble started with 4:48 left
in the first half of the game at
Batbn Rouge, La. Kentucky's Jeff
Brassow and ISU's Chris Jackson
were each assessed a foul by officials who said Brassow shoved
Jackson and Jackson retaliated with
a forearm to the chin.
Teammates separated the two
players, but not before Pitino and
Brown stormed to the scorers' table
to register their gripes with
officials.
The coaches exchanged words,
Pitino charged Brown and had to
be restrained by one official.
Brown drew back as if to punch
Pitino, but assistant coach Craig
Carse wrapped his arms around
Brown and hustled him back from
the fracas.
"The actions of Coach Brown
and Coach Piano clearly violated
the SEC Code of Ethics," said
Mack Womack, the league's acting
commissioner. "I have reminded
both coaches of the absolute necessity of adhering to all rules and
regulations of the Southeastern
Conference."
After the game, won by LSU
94-81, Brown accused Pitino of
staging the fracas to psyche up his
team. But Pitino said Brown shook
his fist in a Kentucky player's face,
then in his.
Both coaches toned down their
comments Tuesday.
Womack said any future violations of the Code of Ethics by
Brown or Pitino this season could
result in more severe sanctions. He
did not elaborate.
• • •
The only points No. 3 Oklahoma got this time were for sloppy
play.
The Sooners, leading the nation
with a 122-point scoring average,
lost their first game of the season
Tuesday night, 66-51 at Kansas
State.
"We broke down in every phase
of the game, and when you don't
shoot well, bad things will happen," Coach Billy Tubbs said.
Oklahoma (12-1) was limited to
its lowest point total since scoring
just 49 in a 1983 NCAA Tournament loss to Indiana. The Sooners
shot just 29 percent from the field,
missing 36 of 51 shots, and the five
starters were a combined 4-for-25.
What a turnaround from last
February, when Oklahoma scored
112 points against Kansas State,
the most ever versus the Wildcats.
This time, Kansas State (10-7) held
the Sooners to 25 points in the first
half.
In other games, No. 4 Missouri
beat Oklahoma State 72-71, No. 11
Georgia Tech got past Temple
59-57, No. 13 I-SU defeated Vanderbilt 101-72 and St. John's
downed Villanova 64-58.
Oklahoma's loss left No. 1 Kansas and No. 2 Georgetown as the
only undefeated Division I teams.
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9TH ANNUAL
NORTHWEST TENNESSEE
OUTDOOR., SPORTS, BOAT &
RECREATION SHOW
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ON YOUR 71RES.%,"

Carroll County Civic Center - Huntingdon, Tennessee

IMICHIELIN

SPACE TIRE, INC.
PADUCAH

MURRAY

PADUCAH Off PRICE MALL

1406 W. MAIN

442-8473

759-1331

S. FULTON, TN

MAYFIELD

101 STATILIN1

MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA

(901)479-2741

247-7106

WE OFFER COMPUTERIZED 4-WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Jan. 19, 20 & 21, 1990
*10-10 p.m. Sat. *Noon-6 p.m. Sun.
9.00 Adults - '2.00 Children (12 to 6) - Under 6 free
SPECIAL APPEARANCES BY
"MISS TENNESSEE" - LISA ROBERTSON

*4-10 p.m. Fri

4,000 Gallon "Bass Tub"
Seminars - Resorts
Hunting' & Outdoor Equipment

107_

Fishing Tackle
r
Wildlife Art
Pontoons - Bass Boats - Jon Boats - Ski Boats
"A Selling Show, Fits For The Entire Family!"

FOR MORE INFO CALL 901-584-7880
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Actions& Reactions
Basketball competition
The Knights of Columbus Free Throw Competition will be held on Saturday, Jan.
20, from 2-3:30 p.m. in 1he Murray High School gym. Registration begins al 1:30
lor boys and gifts ages 10-tiwu-14. Local winners may advance to district, regional
and state competitton.

Wounded pride may be
converted into an upset
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The Insurance Center
of Murray

DENVER (AP) — The Denver Broncos are displaying, at least for
public consumption, a devil-may-care attitude toward their Jan. 28 Super.,
Bowl date with the heavily favored San Francisco 49ers.
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Privately, however, there is some wounded pride, which the players
'Your more than one company agency."
hope to channel into an upset of major proportions.
901 Sycamore
At the start of the playoffs, the 49ers were projected as 6/
753-8355
1
2 -7-point
David King
favorites over the Broncos if the two teams met in the Super Bowl. After
,.....
4,
San Francisco crushed Minnesota and the Los Angeles Rams by a combined score of 71-16 in the playoffs, the line went to 111
/
2 points.
"I figured it would be about 30," Denver safety Dennis Smith said'. "I
think it has to do with how they're playing now, and how we've played in
LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
previous Super Bowls. It's just talk, anyway. It has no effect on how we
prepare or how we play."
BOYS
Pad St Mary 72 Lone C. 69
Ballard Menkortal 42, Graves Co 39
Trigg Co 66, Prom:Moos 57
Tight end Orson Mobley remembered that the Broncos were favored by
Cabe. Co. 67. Fulton Co 45
Hoplunewles
ell.
Marshall Co 61
a field goal over Washington in the Super Bowl two years ago, only to be
GIRLS
LARNIII011 Cent 64 Rode. 55
Carte. Co 43 Lyon Co V
Lyon Co 576. Ciro•44;
1 Co 64
blown out 42-10.
Lone Oak 65, Pad St Mary 39
Ti199 Co 67 Providence Se
"There's no pressure on you when you're the underdog," Mobley said.
"Everybody is picking San Francisco to win. All we've got to do is go
play. All of the pressure is on them."
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Wide receiver Vance Johnson said the Broncos "have always played
better as underdogs. When people don't respect us, we feel we have
EAST
Bacast Coll 71, Bre:Sine COI 57
Comet 80. Vermont 53
Georgia Tech 59, Terry. 57
something to prove."
Fortin& m 82. Soria 65
LSU 101 Vandiebn 72
Holy CMOS 75, Army 72
Quarterback John Elway echoed Johnson's theme.
Tennessee Tech 112, Covenant 77
Long leand U 79. Wegner 78
MIDWEST
Referring to the spread, he said, "That makes the chip a little bit larger
Mane 55, Monmouth, NJ 53
Bradley 71, Loyola, HI 54
Notre Dame 74. Rutgers 69
Citeghton 90. Iowa St 94, 20T
on our shoulder."
Si John's 64, \Alan°. 54
Kansas St 66, Okehoma 51
St. Joseph's 77, Penn 69
Nebraska 92. Chicago St Si
Elway said the AFC as a whole "hasn't gotten a lot of respect this year
St. Pete's 57, Setilh Carolina 56
SOUTHWEST
compared to the big guys in the NFC. But I don't think it's something any
SOUTH
Harem-Simmons 81, Galas Baptist 63
Ala-Berringham 86, W. Kentucky 55
Mssoun 72, Oklahoma St 71
player dwells on. I'm sure none of the guys on the team worry about the
fact that they're 111
/
2 -point favorites. I know 1 don't."
Elway once said he wanted to collect five Super Bowl rings — one
more than Pittsburgh's Terry Bradshaw. Time may be running out for the
29-year-old Elway, whose two previous Super Bowl ventures ended with
901 So. SYCAMORE
a 39-20 loss to the New York Giants in January 1987 and the loss to
753-8355
Washington the following year.
His competitive fires burn as brightly as ever, as witnessed by his
385-yard, three-touchdown performance in beating Cleveland 37-21 in the
AFC Championship game on Sunday. It was Elway's best passing game
of the season.
Now, Elway wants to find the right emotional mix to approach the
49ers game.
"As a kid, this is the game you dream of playing in," he said. "I want
to play the best I can, to have some fun and seize the moment. But I don't
want it to be a miserable experience by going down there thinking we've
got to win- at all costs."
Elway is a realist. The Broncos, 0-3 in their history in the Super Bowl,
have not responded well to the pressure. The 49ers, at 3-0, are the
"My new office means I
opposite.
can
better serve your
"It will take our best game of the year, no question," Elway said. "1
family
insurance needs.
think we're peaking at the right time. We had our best, game against
drop in anytime."
Call
or
Cleveland. I didn't have a good year; in fact, the last two seasons have
not been great for me. But the last two games have really helped my
confidence.
"We have a more balanced offense than we had in our two previous
(STATE FARM
Super Bowls, and we have a heck of a lot better defense. This is the best
team I've ever been on going to a Super Bowl, but we also may be playtir
ing the best team that's ever played in the Super Bowl. That makes it
Jane Rogers
WOW
,
tougher."
305
N. 12th St.
Broncos coach Dan Reeves says he, too, pays no attention to point
INSURANCE
(Next
Century 21)
To
spreads.
S
"All I know is we start out 0-0," he said. "I don't care what the points
753-9627
are. I'll take them if they want to give them to us. If they won't, we'll
State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Oft c
have to start out even."

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Murray State sophomore Ronald `Popeye' Jones, shown receiving
MVP honors during the Florida Today tournament, was named as
the Ohio Valley Conference 'Player of the Week' for the third consecutive week by the OVC. Jones is the first OVC player ever to
win the award three straight times.

Baseball
NEW YORK — Kevin Mitchell received the largest one-year salary increase in
baseball history and Roger McDowell also became a $2 million-a-year man as the
deadline passed for salary arbitration filing. Mitchell, the National League MVP,
agreed to a one-year contract for $2,083,000 with the San Francisco Giants. His
raise of $1.423 million topped the previous one-year record of $1,305,000, set last
season by Jose Canseco of the Oakland Athletics.
• A total of 161 players submitted their names for arbitration, two more than the
previous record set in 1986. The contracts of Mitchell and McDowell gave a strong
indication that the rapid salary escalation, seen earlier this winter with free agents,
would continue among the players in arbitration.

Pro football
TEMPE, Ariz. — Phoenix Cardinals quarterback Neil Lomax, who sat out last
season wit degenerative arthritis in his left hip, announced his retirement from the
NFL. Lomax, a Pro Bowl selection in 1984 and 1987, has been limping noticeably
since late in the 1988 season although he passed for 3,395 yards and 20 touchdowns. After he struggled through training camp in upstate Flagstaff last summer,
the Cardinals placed Lomax on the NFL's injured-reserve list on Aug. 29, making
him ineligible for the entire 1989 season. Lomax announced then that he would
keep working out with the team and continue to go through daily rehabilitation for
his hip in hopes of making a comeback in 1990.
• • •
CHEEKTOWAGA, N.Y. — Buffalo Bills fullback Larry Kinnebrew has pleaded
innocent to a misdemeanor assault charge filed after a Dec. 27 bar disturbance.
Cheektowaga Town Justice Dennis J. Ciotuszynski allowed Kinnebrew to remain
free on bail until a Feb 16 hearing after his arraignment Monday. Kinnebrew was
charged with misdemeanor assault after he allegedly complained about the way in
which security guards at the "Celebrities" nightclub of the suburban Buffalo Ramada Renaissance hotel were treating another bar patron.

'New Officesame good neighbor."
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College football
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — Keith McCants, Alabama's All-America linebacker, said
he will pass up his senior season to enter the NFL draft so he can provide financial
security for himself and his family. McCants, Alabama's leading tackler during its
10-2 season, is expected to be the first player selected in the draft.
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STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Bjorn Borg appeared in court to defend himself in a
$82 million suit brought by his former friend and business partner. It was the first of
five legal battles awaiting Borg, who also faces three libel actions and a child custody battle. The current suit stems from the collapse last summer of Borg's fashion
business, which became overextended and could not meet its debts despite its
popular lines of high-priced clothing, shoes and accessories. Borg has said he
refused outside capital because he did not want to relinquish control.
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MELBOURNE, Australia — Second-seeded Boris Becker of West Germany and
Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina had easy first-round victories in the Australian
Open. Becker beat Paul Haarhuis of Holland 6-1, 6-2, 6-1 and Sabatini beat Amy
Frazier of Orland Park, Ill., 7-5, 6-1. No. 3 Stefan Edberg of Sweden beat Johan
Anderson of Sweden 7-6 (7-1), 6-3 and No. 4 John McEnroe beat Thierry Tulasne
of France 6-2, 6-1, 6-1.

General
LINCOLN, Neb. — Lawmakers gave second-round approval to a bill that would
require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to follow due process in its disciplinary procedures. The measure, co-sponsored by Sens. Ernie Chambers of
Omaha and Cap Dierks of Ewing, would give the University of Nebraska a means
to take the NCAA to court if it imposes sanctions without due proc,ess. It would also
make the NCAA liable for actual damages suffered because of the penalty. The bill
received first-round approval last year but failed to advance in a logjam of bills at
the end of the session

FEBRUARY 3RD
9 A M -3 P.M.
PARIS-HENRY COUNTY

CARD SHOW

Our Best Battery6 Year Warranty
•Computer designed grid.
•Engineered for extreme cold.
*Advanced dual alloy chemistry.

BASEBALL CLINIC
PRESENTED BY

REIM SPECIAL
Buy 1 gallon
Get 05150 rebate
Your cost - 0.97
Buy 2 gotIons
Ge4o -S350 rebate
Your cost $.372.o
Buy 6 gaiions
Got a 512 00 rebate
'four cost - $3.47 ea

MIDDLE TN. STATE

COACHING STAFF
LECTURES: HITTING
INFIELD PLAY
CATCHING
PITCHING
OUTFIELD PLAY

A MUST FOR COACHES & PLAYERS!
PLAYERS S5.00

Heater Cores
For most vehic!es.
Store stock only
Reg price
$2499 $58 94
STARTING AT

AutoZone
5 Year Baffery
,and .00,ewne rn.nu
LIP to 525 CC)

COACHES S10 00

GROVE JR. HIGH GYMN.
215 GROVE BLVD
L901 642 2681
PARIS I N
(Kw, Rtt1)
(Show Tables Avoqtible)

REGISTRATION STARTS 8 A.M

,

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

753-8971

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171
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STOCK UP ON
SUPER B
I SAVI GS!
4111111111111W
-

Tryst
Leg Quarters
Any Siss Pkg.

39clab.

)
I.

Fryer 8-12

Kraft Beg., Lks, Cholesterol Free

LETTUCE

MIRACLE WHIP
Oz. Limit 1

oliFERS
Limit 1 Bag

HeadBead

32

29

49°

Lb.

Sliced Bulk Style

Field

SLAB BACON

•••

_

S139

e-

•

Apples
Slaw Mix

og

. ‘..

.1

Ea.

Red Delicious

sl

Lb

3/$11
3 Lb. Bag 99`
10 Oz. Bag gine
io

Kiwi Fruit

arellredar

Lb

-"'..

•••
-

,

m
sag=

foul Pi°

te sil

ssaws
„act. '

9
94

sts9
Mr. Turkey

O.S.D.A. Choice Any Size Pkg.

Ground
Turkey

Lb. Roll

;

treicice
n
se
4

99
'

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA

Chicken of the Sea
Water or Oil Pk.

TUNA
$Y: Oz. Can

Cube
Steak

Lb.

1/4 Sliced (Mixed Slices)

Whole

Pork
Tenderloin

$2.99

a An
asUV

Lb.$

Country
Ham

Lb.

$1.99

MAXWELL

HOUSE
Maxwell Rouse Master Blend

COFFEE
Il.11 Oz. tag

fes6Z.

17;7

MARGAJtINE

COKE
DIET COKE

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

PARlft 0110
Lk. Pkg.

2I-It

39 Oz. Bono

99*
Venktillootte
•Agida: „..

Nabisco Sandwich

Kraft

RITZ BITS

MACARONI DINNER

10Vat Oz. Box

r/4 es. BOX

16*

White Cloud

APPLE JUICE

BATH TISSUE
4 Boll Pkg.

64 Oz. Bottle
Neer Nabisco

PREMI9UM BITS
Oz.

9159
Buy A Box
Get A Can Of ID/i Oz.
Campbell's Chicken
Noodle Soup

82°9 2/89'
• REDEEM THIS WEEK

CHARLES
CHIPS

$1.00

• REDEEM THIS WEEK •
MANUFACTURER S COUPON

low

1

ti*
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HOMETOWN

• t REDEEM THIS WEEK •
$1.00

SAVE $1.00 on
MAI"
from Jim Adams IGA"
m

7 Oz. Bag

1E
11
FREE 99
EFFECTIVE DATES:
Jan. 1743, 1990

REDEEM THIS WEEK • REDEEM THIS KIK
Good *wok 04 1.17-90 Wu 1-23-90
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1989 is record wet year for region
Rainfall across the Tennessee
Valley last year ended five years of
severe drought conditions and
made 1989 the wettest year of the
decade, according to TVA
statistics.
Average rainfall last year totaled
60.8 inches - almost 10 inches
above normal. Rainfall during the
previous five years, 1984-1989,
averaged 42.52 inches a year,
almost 10 inches below normal.
The normal amount of rainfall for a
year is about 51 inches.
"It is readily apparent that we
had an excellent rainfall year in
1989, even though we would have
preferred a more even distribution
through the period," said TVA
Manager of Water Resources Ralph
Brooks. "The heavy rainfall last
summer ended the severe drought
condition we had experienced since
May of 1984.
"That rain also pushed TVA
reservoirs to near the top of the
'dams and caused the agency to
shift from drought to flood control
operations within a f...w months."
Brooks said the last year the

Tennessee Valley received above
average rainfall was 1979, when
64.8 inches of rain fell. The wettest
year on record is 1973, when the
Valley received 65.1 inches of rain.
Because of the five years of
drought, the 1980s are the driest
decade on record, with rainfall
averaging 44.68 inches a year. The
1970s are the wettest decade on
record, with an annual average of
57.29 inches of rain.
During 1989, the wettest months
were January, February, June and
September. The rainfall during
June was more than twice the
amount normally received for that
month.
By July 7, the total Valley rainfall for the year exceeded the rainfall received for all of 1988, which
was 37.37 inches. The Valley
received more than 40 inches of
rainfall through the end of July.
Near the end of June, TVA
Chairman Marvin Runyon flew
over the 650-mile long Tennessee
River and some of its tributaries to
inspect the effects of the rains on
the Valley and to see how TVA

operated its reservoir system to
minimize flood damage.
Brooks said September was the
second wettest month on record for
the region east of Chattanooga.
That area received 7.06 inches of
rain, tying the second wettest September in 100 years of records.
"The resulting flows from the
heavy rainfall at the end of the
month were extremely high," he
said. "Spillway discharge was
required at all main river dams and
at Apalachia dam as a flood control
measure to draw the reservoir system toward winter flood control
levels."
Hydro energy in storage on September 30 was about 6 billion kilowatthours -64 percent above normal - the highest amount of energy in storage in history for that
time of year. Energy in storage at
the end of 1989 was 3.5 billion
kilowatthours.
Although 1989 was a wet year, it
ended on a dry note. Average rainfall during December was 2.77
inches, which is 58 percent below
normal, making it the driest month

of the year.
"Even so, we continued to operate the system to create acceptable
amounts of flood control space,"
said Brooks. "We still ended the
year with more water in storage
than normal, but within acceptable
flood control levels. We consider
this to be the best position to be in
for the multipurpose operation of
the system, including power generation, as we enter a new year."
During December, the driest
spots in the Valley were Arthur,
Tennessee (near Norris Dam) with
0.91 inches, and Sevierville with
0.98 inches of rain. Those stations
receiving the most rainfall were
Hodges, Alabama (near Muscle
Shoals) with 7.05 inches, and Columbus City, Alabama, with 6.50
inches.
The follow are the average
amounts of rainfall for each year
during the 1980s: 1989 - 60.8";
1988 - 37.37"; 1987 - 36.67";
1986 - 39.32"; 1985 - 35.82";
1984 - 45.18"; 1983 - 51.51";
1982 - 52.64"; 1981 - 40.65";
and 1980 - 46.85".

Kentucky burley growers sold over 14 million lbs.
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky burley growers sold a little
more than 14 million pounds of
leaf on Tuesday for an average
price of $167.47 per hundred

pounds, the Federal-State Market
News Service said.
The price was up 3 cents from
the previous sales last Thursday.
The state's burley farmers sold
14,089,894 pounds of tobacco for a

total of $23,595,880 with 24 of the
state's 27 markets reporting sales.
Farmers in Springfield received
the highest price for their leaf,
$168.16 per hundred pounds on

sales of 335,754 pounds. Horse
Cave growers took in the lowest
price of the day, $167.06 per
hundred pounds on sales of
298,446 pounds.

McConnell singing different-but familiar-tune
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoclatod Prim WrIlor

FRANKFORT, Ky. - When
Mitch McConnell sought to unseat
Walter "Dee" Huddleston from
the U.S. Senate, he said Huddleston's 12-year seniority was not an
advantage and his membership in
the minority party was a liability.
Six years later, McConnel is
singing a different tune in his own
re-election campaign_
This time around, McConnell

finds himself in the minority party
in the Senate as a Republican.
McConnell also is touting his
tenure in the Senate.
"It's funny how the passage of
time will change your perspective," McConnell said Tuesday.
During a series of stops around
the state to officially announce his
re-election campaign on Tuesday,
McConnell took pains to point out
his seniority and stature in
Washington. McConnell said chow
attributes will figure heavily in his

campaign.
McConnell said his relative
youth will also serve him well.
"The point is it's an advantage
to get there early and I got there at
42," McConnell said.
There are two possible Democratic opponents for McConnell former Jefferson County Judgeexecutive Harvey Sloane and
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Brock.
McConnell has long said he
believes Sloane will be his general

election opponent.
McConnell tried to put some
pressure on Sloane on Tuesday by
saying Sloane should win big
because he has more money than
Brock and owns a comfortable
lead.
"I would be very surprised if
Sloane didn't win by a comfortable
margin," McConnell said. "And if
he doesn't win by a comfortable
margin he ought to scratch his head
and wonder about his Democratic
svpport."

Lynda Coleman presents a copy of "Recollections" (Vol. III) to Jerry
Ainley, principal of Calloway County High School.

Honors English class gets
'Recollections' 1990 edition
The Honors English IV Classes
at Calloway County High School,
taught by Mrs. Mac (Lynda) Coleman, have received the third volume of "Recollections" (1990), a
hardbound book about Calloway
County. The book covers the following topics:
People - Col. Richard Callaway, George Weaks, Johnny Reagan, Carl Kingins, Rice Futrell,
Wimpy Jones, and Ty Holland.
Places - Lucas Shoe Shop,
Glendale Road Church of Christ
(7th and Poplar), Cherry Corner
Baptist Church, Wadesboro, Bank
of Murray, J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Tappan Stove Plant, Backusburg, Green Plain Church of
Christ, Hico, Corn-Austin, Hazel,

Copeland, Coldwater, and the
airport.
Ideas/Issues - Night Riders,
"Wet/Dry issue," Lost Traditions,
Tobacco Farming, Consolidation of
Calloway County Schools, fraternities, Calloway County Folklore,
and Murray - number One Retirement Community.
Anyone wanting a copy of the
book should contact Mrs. Coleman
at the high school or see one of the
students from the classes. If the
books are purchased at the school,
the cost is $11. To have a book
mailed, send a check for $13.50 to
Calloway County High School,
2108 Collc*ge Farm Road, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

JO-AN'S Varieties
on the Square

Be Closed Thursday
to Prepare for Their

Will

ANNUAL LIQUIDATION SALE
,

Sale Starts Friday at 9 a.m.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS We Reserve The

D811'
759-1144

623 South 4th

Right To Limit
Quantities

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
•

Cottonelle

Bathroom Tissue

Golden Grain

Tide

Mac. & Cheese

Washing Powder

49
Oz.
Box

71/4

Purina

Lb.
Bag

Sunflower

Sunshine

Food
25

42 Oz.
Box

Crackers

Pre-Priced
$8.99

2 Liter
Btl.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Mello Yello,
Minute Maid Orange
12 pk. 12 oz.
Ivory
Dishwashing Liquid

Oranges
Washington State
Red or Yellow Delicious

Chicken of the Sea

Snuggles

Fabric Softener
$1189
•1/2 oz.
Can

Apples

$1 19
Red

Potatoes
11$I59
10 Lb.
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Campaign took heavy toll on Gov. Dukakis
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis, in his final State of the
State speech, said Tuesday that he
hadn't anticipated the damage his
presidential campaign would have
on Massachusetts and his family.
Dukakis said he was "swept up
by the excitement and euphoria" of
what he called the "Massachusetts
Miracle" when he ran for the
Democratic presidential
nomination.
"But a funny thing happened on
the road to the White House. 1 ran
a great campaign for the nomination, and a lousy one for the final,"
Dukakis said. "I lost, and in the
process Massachusetts took an
unfair beating. And I feel terrible
about IC'
Dukakis said he underestimated
the demands of running for the
presidency and managing state
- - affairs.
• "It's clear to me now that I
;_underestimated the amount of time
:-and energy it takes to seek the
modern presidency. Trying to do
two jobs at the same time was
more difficuilt and more grueling
than I expected," he said.

"And 1 underestimated the toll it
would take on my family, too."
His wife, Kitty, entered an alcoholism treatment program shortly
after his defeat.
Dukakis, 56, announced a year
ago he would not seek re-election.
His third four-year term expires at
the end of 1990.
He also said he was wrong in
trying to expand government in his
fiscal year 1990 budget, instead of
consolidating it and trying to make
it work better. The state Legislature
still has not balanced the state's
$12 billion budget, which remains
about $500 million in the red.
"I wish tonight, instead of delivering a State of the State address, I
could sit down and talk with each
and every one of you and restore
the bond that was broken during
the campaign, a bond that over a
quarter-century of public service I
treasure more than you know,"
Dukakis said.
"I know that many of you are
angry with me. Feel betrayed. Feel
that I put myself before you and
the commonwealth," Dukakis said.
"But there comes a time - and

Dukakis also made a oneparagraph reference to the nationally publicized case of Charles
Stuart, who allegedly plotted the
slaying of his pregnant wife and
tried to pin the crime on a black
man before committing suicide.
This 1st place team in the Lexington (KY) Winter Chess Tournament
was made up of Murray Elementary Students (from left) Nathan
Hughes, Josh Price, Jeff Page, David Crouch and Stephen Breeding.
Josh Price and Nathan Hughes had perfect 5-0 records for the day
and were Co-Champions of the elementary field of 92 players.

McDonald enters innocent
plea on shoplifting charge

Murray chess teams win first place

McDonald, who was not present in
the courtroom. Her husband said
she had been admitted to receive
psychiatric care.
Judge Donald J. Eckerle set a
pre-trial hearing fer Feb. 20.
McDonald, whose term as the
state's chief education official
expired in 1987, is charged with a
misdemeanor count of theft by
unlawful taking of under $100.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Former state schools Superintendent
Alice McDonald had an innocent
plea entered on her behalf Tuesday
to a shoplifting charge in connection with her second arrest for
alleged pilfering at stores during
the past four months.
A spokeswoman in the Jefferson
District Clerk's office said the plea
was entered by lawyer representing

Two Murray Elementary chess
teams played in the 1990 Lexington Winter Scholastic Chess Tournament last weekend and brought
back the first place team trophy in
the Elementary Division (6th grade
and below.)
Winning a total of 18 out of 20
possible points, the Murray team of
Nathan Hughes, David Crouch,
Stephen Breeding, Jeff Page and
Josh Price, all of Carter Elementary
Center, beat out 13 other teams to
claim 1st place. The Murray
Middle team played the match with
only three team members, Ryan
Cunningham, Elizabeth Breeding
and Stephen Crouch, but still managed to finish eighth in the field of
14.
In the individual competition.

WE SELL ONLY PREMIUM HD-5 PROPANE GAS

Tired Of Planning Menus?
Dine With Us!

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Friday & Saturday Seafood Buffet
-Snow Crab Legs *Frog Legs'Fried Shrimp'Crab Meat In Hot Butter'Crib
Rolls 'Clam Strips •Fned Scallops 'Cod Nuggets 'Shrimp Creole & Rice
'Fiddlers, Steaks & Fillet Fish 'Egg Rolls 'Baked Cajun Pollack •Shnmp
Scampi 'Salad Bar 'Vegetables "Large Variety Dessert Bar an.
Prict
$9.99

BUY 1 GET 1

"I think we have a great future
ahead of us if we stop singing the
blues and go to work together to
make things happen in the 1990s,"
Dukakis said.

I believe it has arrived - that
nobody's interest, and certainly not
the public's, is served by laying on
more blame," Dukakis said in a
speech that was conciliatory in tone
and upbeat about the state's future.
Dukakis repeated his call for
new taxes to solve the state's nagging fiscal problems, but said he
was optimistic about the long-term
future of both Massachusetts and of
New England, both suffering economic declines.

Pauley to become back-up anchor

,/2 PRICE

WITH THIS COUPON-01+1-ER GOOD JAN. 19 & JAN 20 ONLY!

NEW YORK (AP) - Former
"Today" co-host Jane Pauley will
be one of the substitute anchors on
the "NBC Nightly News" when
anchorman Tom Brokaw is on
assignment or on vacation, NBC
said Tuesday.
Pauley, who will make her debut
Friday as a substitute for Brokaw,
won't be the only fill-in anchor,
emphasized NBC spokesman
Katherine McQuay.
The others are "Sunday Today"
anchorman Garrick Utley, Mary
Alice Williams and Deborah Norville, who this month succeeded
Pauley on "Today."
Pauley, who left the morning

Lace's 319 N. Main St., Benton 527-7275

Why pay rent and more per gallon
for gas when you can own your tank
and buy from us at a guaranteed lower price.

'1" OFF SUNDAY BUFFET
I wITIA,
THis COUPON-REG. PRICE $5.99
'Offer Good Jan. 21, 1990 Only - One Coupon Per Party
Lacey's 319 N. Main St., Benton 527-7275

a

I.

C100000CIO00000000 DO00 OD ED LI

Lacey's

Lake Region Gas
MEMBER

Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Maln St. in Bentbn, Ky.

Josh Price and Nathan Hughes
were named co-champions in the
Elementary Divsion. The two Murray fourb graders went undefeated
for the five rounds of the tournament and shared 1st Place Individual honors with Joseph Inger of
Clinton, Tennessee.
Other Murray players who
earned awards included Elizabeth
Breeding, whose 4-1 record gave
her 9th place in the tournament.
Stephen Breeding and David
Crouch also had 4-1 records, and
through the tie-break system used
they were awarded 10th place
trophies.
More than 250 students played in
the Lexington, Kentucky event, and
there were 92 entries in the
elementary division.

527-7275

1F
r)
ii
GAS DECK

program last month after more than
13 years as its co-host, is working
on "Changes," a prime-time special scheduled to air in March, and
later -this year will anchor a primetime 'news series.
That series, which thus far has
no title and no scheduled air date,
will represent NBC News' 17th
attempt to succeed with a weekly
prime-time program.
There has been speculation that
Brokaw, who once was co-host of
"Today" with Pauley, will coanchor her new series. But
McQuay called that possibility
"extremely unlikely."

SUPER , SAL.
•
1990 Plymouth Laser R.S.

1987 Plymouth Turismo

4 Cyl. 5 Speed AM/FM Cass.
Equalizer. Alloy Wheels

4 Cyl. Auto. A/C. AM/FM.
Local Trade In

SAVE - SAVE - SAVE

1987 Chevrolet Cavalier Z-24

V-6 Auto. Loaded.
Digital Dash. Alum. Wheels.
12,000 Miles. 1 Owner.

V-6 Auto. NC. Windows,
Locks, Wheels. Sharp.
43,000 Miles.

4 Cyl. Auto. NC. AM/FM.
Pwr. Windows/Locks.
11,000 Miles. Local 1-owner.

Auto. A c.01,0 Locks.
Wind. •-' .- I o e Miles

V-8. Auto. A/C. P.S. P.B.
Windows. Locks. 2-Tone.
9.500 Miles. Super Nice.

.

1989 Chrysler New Yorker

1989 Dodge Spirit L.E.

1989 Ford F150 XLT Lariat

Nice - White

,

,

1986 Buick F1-• .1 2 Dr.

•

1986 Olds Calais

1987 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer

4 Cyl. Auto. A/C.
AM/FM. 2 Door.

Tahoe. V-6. 4X4. Auto.
A/C. AM/FM Cassette.

.

A

1987 Oldsmobile Delta 88

1986 Pontiac Sunbird GT

Brougham. Loaded.
42,000 Miles. Nice

V-6. 2-Tone. Wheels

Loaded

,

.

I

•1988 Pontiac Grand Am L.E.

1987 Dodge Shadow

4 Door. 4 Cyl. Auto. A/C.
Now '7,995
Was $9,495

Turbo. 4 Door. Auto.
A/C. AM/FM.
Local 1-owner.

4 Dr. Auto. Air. P.S. P.B. Dr. Locks.
Windows. Loaded. 27,000 Mi.
Was $7,995.00
Now '6,995

4 Dr. Auto. NC
Power Windows/Locks.
Was $7,995 LOADED Now

$6,995

1988 Chrysler New Yorker
Mark-Cross Leather Edition.
Loaded.
'10,995
Check The Book on This One!
,

1987 Chevrol -

e Carlo SS

t. 0) S. P.B.
V-8. . - ‘
Windo S‘-' - , AM/FM.
Now $8,995
Was $9,49

Sharp

1986 Olds Ciera Brougham

1988 Pontiac 6000

1987 Chevrolet C 0 Silverado

1987 Dodge

5 Pa nnt.t) yl. Auto.
A/C. A -°‘-'. ,o00 Miles.
Now $7,995
Was $8,995

1985 Chrysler 5th Avenue
Loaded Local Car. 74,000 Mi.
Needs Some Paint. Warranty.
$3,995

V-8. SOV- 1 -Top.
Loade-. ocal 1-owner

aravan

1987 Plymouth Voyager
V-6. 7 Passenger. Auto.
A/C. AM/FM. Local Trade In.
..

1987 Pontiac Grand Am

1985 Dodge Aries

1986 Ford F-150

Auto. A/C.
35,000 Miles. Super Nice

Auto. Air. P.S. P.B. Local
1 -owner. 43,000 Mi. With Warranty.

V-8. 4 Speed. A/C.
P.S. P.B. AM/FM.
Local Truck. 59,000 Miles.

-

1987 Chevrolet Cavalier

1984 Ford Mustang GT

V-8, Auto. A/C, AM/FM.
Windows. Locks. Loaded.

4 Door. 4 Cyl. Auto. NC.
Nice Car.
Was $6,995
Now 55,995

V-8. 5 Speed. NC.
P.S. P.B.
39,000 Miles. Clean

6 Cyl. Auto. A/C. P.S. P.B.
2-Tone. 53,000 Miles
Was $6,995
Now 55,995

1987 Chevrolet Cavalier R.S.

1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera

1984 Chevrolet Silverado

1986 GMC Sierra 1500

4 Door. Auto. A/C.
AM/FM. 28,000 Miles.
Clean - Must See

Loaded. Nice.
Local 1-Owner.
5
Was $9,495
Now 7,995

V-8. Auto. Loaded.
All Power. Local Truck.
Now $6,495
Was $6,995

V-8. Auto. A/C. P.S. P.B.
Topper. 63,000 Miles. Local.
Was $8,995
Now $6,995
,

1988 Chrysler 5th Ave.

Use Our Toll Free Number
1-800-748-8816
Many More to Choose From

Aire .------.--- i -- -:. - -.),?
•
461-0,
--.
-- ,- i7-;•. at-sra----4
um---_

:
1

I
S
=

2400 East Wood St.,
Paris, TN

901-642-5661

iri
1

.

1985 Ford F-150 Explorer

90 Days or 3,000 Mile Warranty
on All of the Above
Pre-owned Vehicles 1117.1,,
-
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SAVE•A•LOT

Prairie Farms

Orange
Juice
Gallon

FOOD STORES

-$299

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

Bananas
1 00
3lbs
Brownie Mix

°
32. $149
1601.79

Sunflower Oil
Pitted Prunes
Instant Milk .......

99°

12 0Z20 et

J Higgs Cheese Curls
J. Higgs Potato Chips

12oz 99°
B oz 69°

Butter Popcorn
Dry Roasted Peanuts

9 oz

99c

16 or. $199

Boneless Ready To Eat
Half or Whole

149
Jimmy Dean Sausage
Seitz Big 8 Hot Dogs

Reelfoot
Hams
$169

16 oz. $1 19

$149 Seitz Beef Hot Dogs

Seitz Pickle Loaf

16 oz

Turkey Wieners

3 lbs. $2
69

Beef Stew
Tamales
Vienna Sausage
Chunky Chicken Soup.
Spaghetti and Meatballs

24 oz.

"

69°
5... 49

15 or. can

99'
15 or. 59°

19 or.

Seitz Salami
TAV Sliced Ham

Evaporated Milk
Vegetable Oil
Powdered Sugar

16

16 oz $1 49
$119

16 oz $289

12 or.
48 07-

Oranges

Swift Brown & Serve Sausage
Hillshire Ital. Sausage
Turkey Franks
TAV Sliced Bacon

8 oz. $1 19
lb
lb.

$179

69°
16 oz. $149
12 oz

Peanut Butter

$169

Apple Butter

28 02 99°

Apple Jelly

32 or.

1°

Honey Bears

12 oz

99°

°

21b.99
15 oz Box

59°

45°

99°
Martha White Corn Meal_ S lb. $119

Raisins

12 oz

Sliced Free

oz. $1 69

12 oz

Green Onions

lb.

lb.

Seitz Beef Bologna

3/1"

75°

Country
Ham
sI 59

lb.

....15 or. $189

lo 49°

8 oz

Cream Cheese
Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

Red Del. Apples
Celery

69°
"

4 lb Bag $1

ClIfty Farms Whole

Fresh Water

Catfish
Steaks

Corn Oil Margarine ................_ars 55°
o or. $1"
Shredded Cheddar

Strawberry Preserves

18 or. Jar $1 19

32 oz $1 49

Metzers Pork

Sausage
5 Lb. Bag

$499
TAV Pork Sausage

16 or.

Si
Seitz Meat H
Hot D
Dogs

12 oz.

Reelfoot Bologna

16 .z. $1 29

Market Brand Sliced Bacon

Pretzels
Bubba Cola

79°

lb.

99°

8 02 63°
12 pk cans $199

2 Liter Save-A-Lot Cola's...
20c, 89°
Plastic Cups
so .1

Foam Plates

4

$1 29
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE"
At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

Large Selection

Pictures
& Lamps
1In

Sale Now
In
Progress

L Price
SOFAS
Camel Back By Hickory Hill,
Mauve & Floral
Stripe Cover
Reg. $899.95
Love Seat, Country Style,
Blue & Beige Mini Plaid
W/Ruffied Arm Pillows
Reg. $499.95
Camel Back By .000
Hic1
Teaie & Pink Fk
Arm Pillows

1/2
1/2

1/2
.02e9.95
1/2

Love Seat Traditional Style,
Brown & Beige Stripe
Cover
Reg. $799.95
Sectional Sofa, Country Style,
Blue Cover, Recliner On Both
Ends By Stratford
Reg. $2195.00
Traditional Style Attached Back
Blue & Mauve Mini
Flame Cover
Reg. $899.95
2 Pc. Sofa & Chair, Country
Style, Blue & Mauve Cover
W/Contrasting Cover
On Chair
Reg. $1099.95
Queen Ann Style
.
,...
0""na.
Green & Mauve
1
Stitch Cover
49.95

1/2
1/2

Traditional Style Curved Front
Attached Back Arm Pillows,
Beige, Mauve & Blue Floral
Stripe Cover
Reg. $1099.95

1/2-

Attached Back Lawson Style
Blue & Beige Floral
Stripe Cover
Reg. $899.95

1/2

1 Solid Oak Entertainment
Center, Pocket Doors, Glass
Door On Side,
1 Drawer
Reg. $899.95

3 Pc. Solid Maple Shaker Design
Triple Dresser Large Mirror,
Large 5 Drawer Chest
Spindle Headboard Reg. $1499.9519995

1 ri
/4

1 iq
-4.95

1 Cherry Jewelry Ch....„;,./ °.°
Queen Ann Style, I
Drawers & Mirror

1/2
1/2
1/2

CHAIRS
Chaise Lounge Traditional Style
W/Skirt, Beige w/biue
pin dot
Reg. $579.95

1/2
2 Wing Back Chippendale
,Leg, Burgundy Mini Flame
1/2
Stitch Cover
Reg. $399.95
2 Lounge Chairs, Loose
Pillow Back W/Skirt
Brick Color
Mini Flame
Reg. $379.95

1/2
2 Queen Ann Wing Chairs,
Green, Blue & Mauve
1/2
Floral Cover
Reg $499.95

ar

40070.00 1/2

1/2
1/2
95

Swivel Rocker, Brc
Cover W/Skirt
•

Lazy Boy & Lane
Recliners

1/F)

8 Pc. Oak Transitional Style
China With Mirrored Back,
Oval Table W/Leaves
6 Chairs
By Dixie
Reg. $4394.00

'1895"
1 n
/4

On Selected Styles

BALDWIN PIANOS
Cherry Queen Ann Classic
$219500
Spinet
Reg. $2995.00

Lee's Carpet
In Stock

Save $500
Per Sq. Yd.
Up To

Reg. $2995.00

Oak Console

Reg. $3195.00

3 Pc. Southwest Look Bleached
Oak Finish, Large Triple
Dresser W/Mirror, Door Chest, 14 emu;
Wood & Cane
Headboard
Reg. $2295.00 I
3 Pc. Oak By Lea
Triple Dresser, Oval Mirror,
Chest, Headboard Reg. $1299.95 $899"

SOFA SLEEPERS
Contemporary Style Pub Back.
Oak Trim, Beige Cover.
Queen Size innersprini
Mattress

/
/

2

Queen Size Pillow Back
Scored Blue Velvet Cover
1/
By Jamison
Reg. $899.95
2
Jamison Queen Size innerspring
Mattress, Beige Scored
Velvet Cover
Reg. $799.95

1/2

Jamison Country Style W/Arm
Pillows, Queen Size, Blue & Mauve
Plaid Cover
Reg. $799.95

1/2

Lazy Boy Queen Size
Innerspring Mattress, Blue & Rust
Plaid Cover
Reg. $999.95

1/2

Traditional Style Jamison
Queen Size innerspring
Mattress, Blue Pin
Dot Cover
Reg. $799.95

1/2

Country Style Queen Size
Blue & Mauve Mini Plaid
Cover Contrasting Arm
Pillows
Reg. $899.95

1/2

Reg. Size By Jamison
Innerspring Mattress, Blue
Pin Dot Cover
Reg. $749.95 1/2

$219500
/295

Grand Black Lacquer
$00500
With Bench
Reg. $7495.00 %NV

All
Cochrane
Solid Oak
Dining I /
Rooms /2

Cherry French Provincial
$070500
Acrosonic Spinet Reg. $3695.00 La

Good Selection

Thurman's
FURNITURE

Price

IN STOCK ONLY!

Walnut Console
Classic
Reg. $3195.00 $2295°'

L ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

1

•

Price

Walnut Classic
Spinet

3 Pc. Pine FInlih By Singer
Dresser, Hutch, Mirror, Chest
$29995
Headboard
Reg. $749.95

DUU-

2 Chippendale Style Wing
Chairs, Burgundy & Blue
Stripe Cover
Reg $399.95

8 Pc. Large Glass Door China
Trestle Table W/Leaves
2 Arm Chairs, 4 Side Chairs
$99995
W/Cane Back
Reg. $2499.95

5 Pc. Dinette, Hexagon Table
W/Leaf, 4 Swivel Chairs,
Blue Country Fabric
Reg. $699.95

3 Pc. Solid Cherry Triple
Dresser, Bevel Mirror, Poster
Bed, Chest On
$1AQC195
Chest
I -ivy
Reg. $2150.00

1 Oak Secretary Desk,
Glass Door & Shelves,
3 Drawers &
Roll Top
Reg. $799.95

DINING ROOM

8 Pc. Cherry Large China
W/Mirrored Back, Large RP'
Table W/Leaves,
2 Queen Arm Chair
4 Side Chairs

1 Miniature Oak
Roll Top Desk, 2 Shelves,
1 Drawer
Reg. $699.95 1/2

1 Cherry Vanity Milt
Oval Mirror,
1 Drawer
Reg. $219.95

1/2
1/2

Reduced
for this Sale
BEDROOMS

Holds 7 Guns, Dr.
With Lock

1/2
1/2

All Sizes All Qualities

MISC.

1 Oak Finish Gun Cato

Queen Ann Style Lark
Green & Burgundy Cover,
Carved Legs
Reg. $899.95
Attach Back Floral Stripe
Cover With Green
& Mauve
Reg. $899.95

Jamison
Bedding

FREE
DELIVERY

Murray. Ky

1
fr
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Eligible Medicaid recipients numbered 5,600 in 1989
Approximately 5,600 Kentuckians covered by Medicare also
became eligible last year for help
from the state's Medicaid program
in paying some of their health care
costS.
In 1990, Kentucky's number of
qualified Medicare beneficiaries
(QMB). could grow as much as
13,000. Yet that is still less than
one-fourth of the estimated 58,500
potententially QMB-eligible Kentuckians, most of whom have simply failed to inquire about the
benefits.

Under federal law, Medicaid, the
state-federally funded program providing health care for people with
low incomes, will pay Medicare
premiums, co-insurance and deductibles for Kentuckians who meet
certain guidelines.
"This could amount to as little as
$500 or as much as $12,000 for
each person a year," said Kentucky
Medicaid Services Commissioner
Roy Butler.
"There are out-of-pocket
expenses that might be so costly

for some people that they would
postpone or avoid seeking medical
care," he said.
Kentuckians must meet the following criteria in order to qualify
for help from Medicaid:
• receive Medicare Part A (hospitalization) benefits;
• have a gross income at or
below 90 percent of the federal
poverty level ($469 a month for an
individual and $622 a month for a
family of two); and
• have resources, such as bank

accounts and certificates of deposit,
of not more than $4,000 for an
individual and $6,000 for a family
of two.
Medicaid assistance includes
payment of Medicare Part B premiums, an average of $29 a month;
Medicare deductibles, such as $592
a year for hospital stays; and the 20
percent of co-insurance Medicare
recipients must pay.
This extended coverage is

David Vaughan, Prose; Leigh Baker, Dramatic Interpretation; Andy
Vaughan, Humorous Interpretation;
Melanie Julian and David
Vaughan, Duo Acting;
Those students placing second
for MHS were the following: Dana
Hotunan, Poetry; Daniel Cohen,
Prose; Karen Mikulcik, Dramatic
Interpretation; Eric Niffenegger,
Humorous Interpretation; Meredith

•
'•• •

INDIAN RIVER'S BEST :•••• •
FRUIT RETURNS 1:••eltk,.•‘
*. 2/5 Bu
•
••• .••••
••
•• •
Oranges subjected to availability due to freeze.
•
1.?: •'
•• •..1....
‘••
•••••••• •
Pink Seedless Grapefruit $7.50
•••••

•

••••'

••

WORTH, W.Va.(AP) — A dispute between union and non-union
miners near a coal mine erupted in
gunfire Tuesday, and a union picket was killed and two other people
were wounded, authorities said.
The shootout occurred on a highway about two miles from the Bailey Energy mine, McDowell County
Sheriff's Deputy Vern Walker said.
State police said shots were
exchanged between gunmen stationed on a hillside above the highway and protesting miners on the
road.
John McCoy, 42, of Premier in
McDowell County, was dead on
arrival at Welch Emergency Hospi-

tal with gunshot wounds to the
chest and neck, according to a
statement from the hospital's administration office.
McCoy was a United Mine
Workers member, and the union on
Tuesday afternoon issued a statement condemning the attack.
"As mine workers, they face
many dangers, whether the hazards
inherent in coal mining, the hardship caused by coal company economics or the threats of bodily
harm at the hands of gun thugs,"
said UMW President Richard
Trumka.
Jim McNeely, general counsel
for United Mine Workers District

29, said he knew little about the
shooting, but said the mountainous.
region of southern West Virginia is
known for its complexity.
"There are so many conflicts
between so many people in that
area," he said. "There are creditors' disputes. There are personal
disputes. There are a multitude of
disputes. It's not just there is a
union-non-union dispute down
there.
"I've worked with a lot of folks
down there who work for the union
who have been been stiffed by coal
companies. There is a long history
of coal companies leaving without
paying wages."

(
.
4.•
••

*

.
1•:•• •
•••••

.• ••

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 56-yearold female who had a hysterectomy
eight years ago. The ovaries were not
removed. My gynecologist recommends yearly Pap smears. My family
doctor claims they're not necessary
since I have no uterus. Who is right,
and what are the chances of cancer of
the ovaries?
DEAR READER: You raise an interesting question that I have yet to
resolve.
The Pap test is a method of examining the cells of the cervix (mouth of
the uterus) to detect malignant
changes. Ordinarily, during a hysterectomy, the uterus and cervix are removed. Therefore, in my opinion, a
Pap test becomes meaningless if
there is no cervix to examine.
I do not insist that my post-hysterectomy patients have Pap tests, and
I've argued this point with many
gynecologists.
On the other hand, gynecologists
claim that such women should continue to have Pap smears — not of the
(absent)cervix but of the vaginal wall
— to identify the small possibility of
vaginal cancer. I don't buy this reasoning, but I defer to them as

specialists.
In any case, the Pap test has no value whatsoever in detecting ovarian
cancer. The ovaries lie deep in the
pelvis; a Pap test does not show the
state of the ovaries, even in women
who have not had surgery.
Your chances of developing ovarian cancer are not increased because
of your hysterectomy. This type of
malignancy is difficult to diagnose
early because it does not become evident until an ovary has enlarged and
can be felt during a pelvic examination. I suggest you continue to check
with your family doctor at periodic
intervals and use the gynecologist for
problems needing the attention of a
specialist.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy oib my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My hubby dresses like a lady every October. Last Halloween he dressed like a she-devil.
What can I do to help?
DEAR READER: Your hubby has a
problem: Pretty soon he'll run out of

costumes.
If all he does is dress up once a
year, he probably isn't a real crossdresser; his habit doesn't reflect a severe sexual disorientation.
In what way do you want to help
him? Perhaps you can make a game
out of his annual urge by helping him
apply makeup, assisting him in choosing a character every Halloween or
— as a last resort — dressing yourself
as a he-devil. In any case, give him a
trick and a treat.
Obviously, if your husband iroists
on some kinky sex when he im,personates females, you may fed uncomfortable. In this instance, you both
would benefit from psychological
counseling.

•.
1:".• • •
:•
•.•.••
•

driver for a brochure about gift packages
•. .

••

Only

Martha Johnson
Partner/Manager
719 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Cl, ARA

JP

Fall
Prints
Large Selection

Pendelton
Wools

Robe Velour

1

54"

60" Wide

L
6_

Entire Stock

2 ok

Quilt Batting

00

*90" Unbleached
Muslin

Feather Weight

Rog
$1.39

NOTION

Cotton Prints
60"

Off

yd.

Non Woven
Pellon

C

1990 Golden Corral C.iteporation Printed in the

A

For Carry Out
Orders Call

753-3822

•

/2 Off

$1 00
I A Yard OFF

All Drapery
& Upholstery Fabrics

$3.98

"
$4.98 2
&Reg$
Yd.

Priced

& Up

WEEK

Murray Sewing Center

GOLDEN
CORRAL
The Uptown Downhome Steakhouse!"

per box surcharge for the

aanoad

Prices Good
Jan. 17-24

At participating restaurants. Limited time only. Valid for only one meal per person per visit.

1,

FABRICNOTi

45" Wide

399

•:.*

,
• • ..
• .•• •
. .•••
•.
•,
•

..

•

H&S does have areas of fruit undamaged by the recent freeze. The above prices include a Si
rest of our season. This Is due to additional freeze-related expenses.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

U.S.D.A. Choice

•
•
10.

li&S Citrus
•••...•.
Ft. Pierce, FL .'
/484•.-•,: .: ..... 1
•iit...f... 1-800-742-3355 '• •••••:...............:—
sq1.4;:;?.: :,..;;.•:••••• • :.:,.....•:•- ...%t'i
"''''
'• •••••••.s,,aii."
:: y.• •:•:•'•,•'-:znea
'.,,\Vi;:I.v.i•'aj,...•2:2,...
•,
—

DR. GCrl'T

EdULAR
SIRLOIN DINNER

•

CALL FOR OTHER LOCATIONS
; .*.
.
.
NEW! Gift Shipping Now Available.
Share delicious H & S Citrus with family and friends Ask Our
•. •

in 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

GOLDEN
CORRAL

• ..•

Pet-Tro
Hwy 641 North • Murray, KY

4.!.• •

kersarY?f,ibike
Ann
TkitTRT0,'

• .• ••
.•
•

FRI.. JANUARY 19-9:00-10:30
(ONLY 1 1/2 HOURS.)

"4',
1..• •

I. rf
0/ •

•

(Personal checks or money orders. No cash please.)
MEET OUR TRUCK:

Planning post-hysterectomy care
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

.
6

Florida's Finest::

Julian and Andy Vaughan, Duo
Acting; Scott Rose, LincolnDouglas Debate; Jennifer Fairbanks, Solo Acting. Those students
placing third were the following:
Melissa Muscio, Poetry; Meredith
Julian, Solo Acting.
The MHS Speech Team will next
participate in the Logan County
Speech Tournament this coming
weekend.

Union picket killed during dispute

time prevention specialist to develop county action groups, student
assistance programs and a network
with community groups on youth
training and community planning.
Medicare recipients who think
they may be eligible for this Medicaid coverage should contact the
local office of the state Departmennt for Social Insurance. That,
department has an office in each of
Kentucky's 120 counties.

.. ••••,•••% •.•%
• .••

MHS speech team wins tourney
The Murray High Speech Team
won the Louisville Trinity Speech
Tournament last weekend accumulating 365 points. Twenty-nine
schools from across Kentucky participated in the tournament. Calloway County placed 2nd totaling
239 points and Boone County
placed 3rd with 200 points.
Those students placing first were
the following: John Dailey, Poetry;

expected to cost the Medicaid
department up to $12 million during 1990, including $8.8 million in
federal funds. Tbe assistance cost
Kentucky's Medicaid program $1.5
million in 1989, the first year it
was available. (This included $1.1
million in federal funds.)
The Western Kentucky MentalHealth Retardation Board will
receive $25,000 in 1990 that will
provide for clerical staff and a full-

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5325
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER
Moly

Wiggly 1 Roll
Wesson 48 Oz.

Paper
Towels

Oil

DC

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

Prices Goo Thru Jan. 2
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

FREE
VCR's
Only

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER C

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

4.00
per rfny

1

Bakery

753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES AR PROUD TO;

From now on, your groceries wit
handled by a stor
Wiggly Food Stores. Each quill' ed employee now c
company through participating I our E.S.O.P (Emplo
you the personal
ship Plan). As owners, well 9
bout the future ,of
desire. Our attitude is positi

Value Priced Groceries
Surf 42 Oz

Armour 15 Oz

Peter P

Chili w/Beans

Detergent

69*

1.69

Bush's 16 oz.

Chili Hot Beans
Bryan's

Vienna Sausage
Maxwell House 13 oz.

Decaf Can Coffee
Maxwell House 8 oz.

Instant Coffee
Maxwell House 8 oz.

Instant Decaf

Ivory 3 Bar Bath Size

3/1.09
3/1.00
3.49
3.49
3.49

Powder or Liquid 50 Ott 50 oz.
Hunt's 32 oz.

1.39
99'
39'

Ketchup
Hunt's 271/2 oz.

Spaghetti Sauce
Pet 12 oz.

Evaporated Milk

Bakery

Cascade
14 oz.

Comet
Final Touch 64 oz.

Fabric Softener

8.99
4.99

8" 2 Layer-Decorated
8" 1 Layer-Decorated

Jb.

Cookies_
Mars 6 Pk. (Easte Seal)

Candy Bar
Post Toasties 18

Corn Flak(
Kraft 18 oz.

Grape Jell

Old El Paso

Popsrite 3 pk.

Micro. Popcorn__................1.49

lb. 3.39
lb.

Hydros 11.25 Oz.

•••••••••••••••..............

Crackers

8.99lb.
Crab Meat Salad
Orange Roughy Fillets
Flounder Fillets

1.I

Sunshine 16 Oz. Krispy

Lobster
Shrimp or

eanul

Value Priced Groe

Live Maine

8.00

'

Mixed Vegi tables

1/4 Sheet Decorated Special Occasion

Cakes

it061

Veg-All 16 oz

Seafood

Decorating Kits 2.00 Extra

99'
1.99
3/1.00
1.99

Soap

at.atrare

Nabisco 10 oz.

6.99
3.99

Taco S IIS .....................

1.59
1.89

Snack Crackers
Golden Flake 16 oz.

Potato Chips

75 oz. 18 ct.

Old El Paso

oz.

Salsa
PigglY Wiggly Garden

Sweet P

17 OL

as

Fresh Produce
Dole's Finest Fruit

Salad Size 22 Oz. Tray

Bananas

Tomatoes

39C

1.99

U.S.A. D'Aniou The Health Snack

Pears

lb.

59'
3/1.00
59C
........... 2.19
.lb.

Fresh California

Kiwi Fruit............
u.s.

Sweet Potatoes

•................

Jb.

PIZIIY Wiggly 12 Oz.

Kraft 64 oz.

Orange Juice............. ........

Garden Fresh, Long Stem Bunch

Kraft 1 Lb. Stick

Green Onions.

Parkay Margarine.............49

Fresh, Crisp 1 Lb. Bag

Carrots................................... ..........2/69c

Medium Yellow 3 Lb. Bag

Onions

Nunn Better Wild Bird 10 Lb. Bag

Nunn Better 5 Lb. Bag

Bird Feed..........

Sunflower Seeds

79°
2.19

Sunny Delight U oz.

Orange
Pillsbury 4 pk.

Biscuits.........

..........

Prairie Farm 16 oz.

01

Cottage Cheese...............................1.19

-1
6 Oz

Hamburger Helper

1.29

Sugar Free

Gelatin or Pudding

Mac. &
Nabisco Premium 16 oz.

Crackers .........
Kraft 8 oz. Grated

With Coupon

With Coupon

Good Thru Jan. 23 Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly

Kraft r/4

Good Thru Jan. 23 Only Al Murray Piggly Wiggly

.....
.

Parmesan Cheese....._..............

1.00
99c
99
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THRIFTY SAVER

Soft -N- Gentle

n 48 Oz.

Bath
Tissue

Coffee

)i I

39°

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Y SAVER C

U.S. Gov't. Inspected Whole

Fryers

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

111C,
1
)rices

Goo

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

Thru Jan. 23

OYEES AR PROUD TO SERVE YOU

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

handled by a stockholder of Piggly
ur groceries *if
ries Each own ed employee now owns a part of the
our E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownerh participating
you the personal service that you
,wners. we'll
bout the future .of our company.
'ude is positi

[

WESTERN

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

UNION

I

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Peter Pan 18 Oz.

Boneless - Top Sirloin

eanut Butter

,drox 1125

1.69

02.

119c
1.89
1.09
89c
2/1.00

ookies.......

irs 6 Pk. (Easte Seal)

andy Bar

1st Toasties 18

:orn FlakE

aft 18 oz.

Irape Jell

9-All 16 oz.

lixed Vegi tables

6

2.99

Fryers

lb.

Fine To Fry

Fryer Leg Qtrs

lb.

Mixed Part

Paso I

Salsa
PionlY Wiggly Garden 17 oz.

Sweet P

as

59°
43c

Chuck Roast
Lean & Tender
Pork Steak
Stew Beef

lb. 59
°

Swiss Steak

lb.1.79

7
Fe
"

I

Brian

1039lb.

lb. 1.99
lb. 1.59
2.29
2.39

Spare Ribs

lb. 1.69
lb. 1.59
lb. 1.19
lb. 1.19

A

21/2 to 31/2 lb. Pork Loin

End Roast
Louis Rich

Ground Turkey
Pork Sausage
Emge Pure

lb.

Fresh Meats

Fresh Meats

Field Old Fashion 1 Lb.

Field Pro-Leaguer Reg. 12 Oz. Pkg.

Fresh Farm Raised

Pork Sausage

Wieners

Catfish

99°

1.69

Buy 1 Get 1

1.59
1.59
2/L00

=_BAco,

i1

Breakfast
Bacon

Small & Lean

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice

Breast

1.39
Old El

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Spilt Fryer

Beef Stew
Taco S

lb.

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Fryer.

Armour 24 Oz.

75 oz 18 ct.

Pork Chops

)
i %t4

Cut-Up

Groc ries

Old El Paso

4
I

Sirloin Steak
t.

Field Finest - Reg. or Thick 1 Lb. Pkg.

Quarter Port Loin - Cut Into Chops

FREE

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab Ohse

Sliced Bacon

1.29
aaaa

Don Martino All Varieties 3 pk.
Field Reg. or Thick 1 lb.

Jb. Lan
ROW Cooked-Flame-Brown Del ThIrk oz. pkg.

Boneless Ham

Sliced Bologna

Sliced Ham

Chili Roll

en
1.00

3.99
1.69
1.69

Pizza

Fischer Festival Fully Cooked Whole u

Field 1 lb.

Frozen

Ohse 12 oz. pkg.

Turkey Ham
Mr. Turkey 12 oz.

Turkey Franks
Cal Buddig Al Varieties 2'11 02. *9.

Wafer Meats

Deli

lb.

2.09
7W
2/1.00

Bakery

Banquet 8 Oz.

Pot Pies

3/1.09

Oscar Mayer 6 oz. Variety of Flavors

Zap A Tites
'Banquet Chicken

Nuggets or Patties
Pepperidge Farm 17 oz.

Layer Cake..................

1.99
1.79
1.99

Field's Kentuckian Gold

Chocolate, Coconut, Lemon

Baked Ham

Cream Pies

3.99

2/5.00

Sliced or Shaved - Bryan's

Roast Beef

lb.

Sliced or Shaved (Save 2.00 lb.)

Turkey Breast

lb.

Kids Love It!

Plggly Wiggly 16 oz.

2.39

Ice Cream

German Choc., Carrot, Coconut Single

3.99
2.99
8W
1.29

Snacktime Favorite Pancho

Nacho Chips

Baked Fresh Daily

Dinner Rolls
Glazed Donuts
Perfect With Pasta

Garlic Bread

rCOuPON.,r.

COUPON II11

100

•Potatoes

1I

m

With purchase of
any Two Bags

Marshmallows
NIB MINN NI

II

doz.1.99

14 oz. Loot 99'

ropurtoNn
100

•• 100

/ FREE
"FREE
I Quality Stamps I I Quality Stamps•
With purchase of
10 lb. bag

doz.1.29

Golden Light Goodness

1202.bag

rico

1.99

Layer Cakes

Macaroni Salad.......................-....lb.

Broccoli Cuts................................
Old Recipe 1/2 Gal. Save 1.00

lb.

FREE
FREE 111 Quality
Starnes

Quality Stamps

I•With purchase of
One Box Colonial 11)1

-

With purchase
any
• Two Boxes of

Sugar ,tm.,
1
1 1 MBPowdered
Mil Mani_

Cereal
MEMO MN NI

1
..zyls-

-A
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Capitol leaders surprised by tax plan
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Prose Writer

Try new Sausage LoverlsTM pizza.
One medium for $8.99 or two for $12.9941.11L
Sink your teeth into three savory sausages sizzling between
double layers ofour famous three-cheese blend. Now try this great
new pizza at special introductory prices.
Em =. sou um moo MIN
IMM
11
11

One Medium
_Sausage Lover's Pizza

1Available

I.

on Pan, Thin 'ti Cis, or Hand-Tossed Traditional
Valid on Dine-In or Carryout

Valid on Dine-In or Carryout.

Please mention coupon when ordering One coupon per party per nu t
at participating Pizza Hut restaurants Not valid in combination with
any other Pizza Hut offer. Thin 'N Crispy is•registered 4rk
of
Pizza Hut, Inc.
.Offer Expires 1-27-90
Copyright 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc.
1/20 Cash Redemption Value

12th & Chestnut, Murray

[S1

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per visit
at participating Pizza Hut restaurants. Not valid in combination with
any other Pizza Hut offer. Thin 'N Crispy is•rens
demark of
Pizza Hut. Inc
Offer Expires 1-27-90
Copyright 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc.
.
1/20t Cash Redemption Value

"
WI

Pepperoni Personal Pan Pizza

Only $1.59

I

I

Only $2.09
'

Valid on Dine-In or Carryout.

I
I

PIM 1
'

PF.R9ONAL PAN PIZZA available Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 5 minute
guarantee applies to our 3 selections 11:30 a
to 1:00 p.m. for oers
order;
of 5 or less per table, or 3 or less per carryout customer
Offer Expires 1-27-90
2 Pies Per Coupon
Copyright 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc
1120e Cash Redemption Value

I

-ANL

12th & Chestnut, Murray
I1_=719.461.

Pizo
4ilut

=. mu l'i•

I
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SUPPORT GIRL SCOUTS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration supports
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev's use of troops to try to
restore order in southern Caucasus
and is criticizing feuding Arzerbaijanis and Armenians for "revisiting
old ethnic hatreds."
Without offering a judgment on
the territorial dispute between the
two groups, State Department
spokeswoman Margaret D. Tutwiler said Tuesday, "It's time for the
violence to stop and any grievances
to be settled peacefully."
At least 56 people have been
killed and 156 injured in the strife

Further Drastic Reductions
Fall, Winter & Holiday Fashions!

12.88

9.88

Reg. To 21.99
Your Choice:

'Solid & Stripe Mock ,Crew
& Button Front Sweaters
'Skirts'Handbags
'Shoes

• Mock Turtlenecks
• Lingerie * Shirts
Handbags
'Shoes

MultiColored

Novelty Pants • Blouses
*Fashion Skirts
'L.A. Gear Sweatshirts
Denim Jackets(lined & unlined

Already Reduced Dresses!
Further Markdowns
Have Been Taken'
Junior, Misses
& Halfsizes.

119.00
Reg.To 269.99

Fringed, Blazers &
Short & Long
Jackets styles.
Junior &
Misses

Reg. To 109.99
olid & tweeds in greatfashion
colors. Junior & Misses

9.99

Reg.To 52.99
Lined Denim
Jackets. Junior &
Misses sizes.
in.s Up To60%!

20% Off

Reg. To 299.99
Reg.To 79.99
Fringed, Bombers, Distressed
Nylon, insulated,
Leathers & Morel
bright colored Ski
Suede Jackets
Jackets.
To 70%r

39.00

Denim
Jackets

Take An Additional

39.00

Wool
Pant Coats

Reg.To 26.99
Your Choice:

Fall, Winter & Holiday
Dresses

Leathe
Ski
Jackets Jackets

27.9

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A Senate
committee endorsed new ground
rules for the state lottery by
approving a bill to make professional or amateur sports and
casino-type activities off limits for
expansion-minded lottery officials.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said
Tuesday that the measure, Senate
Bill 33, reflects the concern of
many legislators that the Kentucky
Lottery Corp. had gone beyond its
bounds by seeking to introduce a
game last fall based on professional
football games.
Lawmakers "want the lottery to
remain a lottery as we envisioned
it" in 1988, said Ford, chairman of
the State Government Committee,
which advanced the bill to the full
Senate with no dissenting votes.
As the issue was debated two

years ago, legislators envisioned
traditional lottery contests such as
numbers and and scratch off
games, he said.
Kentucky voters in 1988
approved a constitutional amendment to allow a state-sponsored
lottery.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, sponsor of the measure,
said it would set a state lottery policy by prohibiting activities that he
thinks are inappropriate for state
government sponsorship.
"It's not my intention to be antilottery," he said. "It just seems
that the whole nation has gone a
little crazy with this gambling
thing."
The bill would not affect any
current lottery games.

Ceramic
Gift Items
Take An Additional

50%
Off
Our Lowest Price
Marked!!!

sizes.

Savings Up To 60%!F

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Plus Size
Department
Take An Additional

20%Off

Already Reduced
Fall, Winter&
Holiday Fashions!
Just Reduced
AGAIN!!!
Savings Up
To 80%!
•-c
C2

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

in the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan
since Thursday. Gorbachev on
Monday signed a sweeping
emergency decree after intense
anti-Armenian riots in Baku, the
regional capital.
At the heart of the fighting are
conflicting claims to NagormoKarabackh, a predominantly Armenian area within Ajerbaijan.
In response to questions, Ms.
Tutwiler said the Bush administration supports "the selfdetermination of people." But she
gave no hint of backing either
side's claims.
As Gorbachev and the Presidum
of the Soviet Parliament struggled
with the violence in the Caucasus,
the State Department and the White
House stressed Moscow's authority
to restore order.

"The distinction here is not people pressing for peaceful political
change, participation, expression."
Ms. Tutwiler said. "They are
instead revisiting old ethnic
hatreds."
Describing the situation as "a
very difficult one," Marlin Fitzwater, the White House spokesman,
said: "We have seen ethnic tensions there for many, many years.
And we certainly regret the violence that is taking place now. We
understand the need to establish
order in a situation where order has
broken down."
Also, Fitzwater said: "We recognize the right of any state to
ensure the safety of its citizens,
and it looks like that's the primary
concern at the moment."

Senate closes loophole
in workers' comp system

NOW - 45% To 80% Of

Reg. To 15.99
Your Choice:

Senate committee OKs
restrictions on lottery

I

.C1

7.88

might make it easier to pass oy
making it harder for individual
groups to seek exclusion.
Clarke said all of the tax proposals would have some opposition.
Blandford echoed what will certainly be some sentiment when he
acknowledged some reservations
about a tax increase on Cigarettes
in the state where tobacco is such a
significant industry.
Blandford first said he "would
hate to see a tax increase on
cigarettes," but then promised to
keep an open mind.
Wilkinson said he will be willing
to compromise with legislators on
some aspects of the tax plan, but
remained opposed to a general tax
rate increase on sales or income
taxes.

-1-71L464
J-41u1; -I Bush backs Soviet's use of troops
Supreme Personal Pan Pizza

PERSONAL PAN PIZZA available Man.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 5 minute
guarantee applies to our 3 selections 1130 a.m to 100 p.m. for orders
of 5 or lees per table, or 3 or less per carryout customer.
Offer Expires 1.27.90
AIIIL
2 Pies Per Coupon
Copyright 1989 Pizza Hut, Inc
120' Cash Redemption Value

11 759-g:

Pim

12th & Chestnut, Mums

•

'Valid on Dine-In or Carryout.

12th & Chestnut, Murray

Sausage Lover's Pizza

En
$12.99
Available on Pan, T'hin Crispy, or Hand-Tossed Traditional

$8.99

411141111111111
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Democratic legislative leaders, who have
long clamored for Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson to jump on their bandwagon and raise taxes, were taken
aback with the size and scope of
the package he gave them.
Wilkinson on Tuesday unveiled
a package of tax increases that
would generate $1.032 billion in
additional revenue in the coming
two-year budget period. The package would fall mostly on individual
income taxpayers with additional
increases on corporate income tax
rates, cigarette taxes and placing a
5 percent sales tax on services.
"As it relates to the numbers of
new revenue, I think his figures are
just a little bit on the high side of
what we anticipated," said Senate
President Pro Tern John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said he was confident
that the General Assembly will
vote to pass a tax increase this session, but declined to speculate on
whether Wilkinson's package will
be enacted.
"I don't know," Blandford said.
"It's a massive tax increase. I
don't think there's any other way
to describe it.
"But I don't think there's any
other way to do the job," Blandford continued.
Still, Rose said a tax increase of
that magnitude might be approved
by the legislature.
"I think it's a foregone conclusion ... that money is going to be
generated by this session of the
General Assembly," Rose said.
The individual parts of Wilkinson's proposal will be scrutinized,
the legislators said.

Rose said conforming to the federal tax code and eliminating the
deductibility of federal income tax
payments on state taxes would
"get a right good reception"
because they have long been
considered.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the
chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee that
will have to first consider the plan,
said the extension of sales tax to
services makes sense.
Clarke said adding a penny to
the sales tax might be easier to
enact, but making a broader base
will mean more stable future
revenue. "It's a logical thing to do
in terms of tax policy," Clarke
said.
Rose said the addition of so
many services to the tax package

753-7991

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Senate, trying to close a
loophole in the state workers' compensation system, pasced a bill that
would make it harder for employers to dodge assessments through
self insurance.
At least 11 employers would be
required for a workers' compensation self-insurance group under
Senate Bill 60, sponsored by Sens.
Fred Bradley, D-Frankfort, and
John Hall, D-Henderson.
Current law allows two employers to form a group, which offers
the benefit of lower premiums.
Bradley said Tuesday that had
proved too tempting for at least one
employer.
A large coal company split itself
into two companies, formed a selfinsurance group and avoided paying more than $1 million to the
workers' compensation system,
Bradley said.
The vote on the bill was 29-5.
Another Bradley-Hall bill to
allow workers' compensation bene-

fits to be mailed to recipients
passed 36-0. SB56 would change
the current requirement that benefits be picked up in person.
In the House on Tuesday, a bill
to require special telephone operators for Kentucky's deaf and
speech-impaired passed unanimously and was sent to the Senate.
The vote was 98-0 for House
Bill 20, which would make people
with speech and hearing handicaps
"generally less isolated," said
Rep. Dick Castleman, D-Mayfield,
the sponsor.
Twenty-five states already
require trained operators to relay
and translate phoned or teletyped
messages for the handicapped and
a federal law is coming that would
require it for all, Castleman said.
The House also passed a pair of
bills aimed at keeping tabs on the
bonded debt of state and local governments. Both were sponsored by
Rep. Joe Clark, chairman of the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.

Cowan's lawsuit against
Lovelace is dismissed
ALBANY, Ky. (AP) — State
Attorney General Fred Cowan's
lawsuit seeking the removal of
Commonwealth's Attorney Eddie
Lovelace from office has been
dismissed.
Cowan filed the suit against
Lovelace, prosecutor for Clinton,
Russell and Wayne counties, after
the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled
Lovelace had violated ethics provisions and ordered a 45-day
suspension.
Cowan contended in his suit that
the suspension constituted a forfeiture of the office and asked that the
post be declared vacant.
Lovelace, however, argued that
the circuit court didn't have jurisdiction to do that and asked special

Circuit Judge W.M. Hall of Campbellsville to dismiss Cowan's suit.
In dismissing the suit, Hall ruled
Jan. 9 that as a constitutional office', Lovelace could be removed
only by impeachment
Phil Miller, spokesman for the
attorney general, said Cowan had
not decided whether to appeal
Hall's ruling.
The Kentucky Bar Association
last year accused Lovelace of abusing his role as prosecutor to further
his private law practice in three
cases. The high court ruled against
Lovelace in only one of the
instances.
Lovelace is still awaiting the
court's ruling on his request for
reinstatement.,
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Blood alcohol
concentrations and body weight
r

As of 12:01 a.m. on Ain. 1 a blood alcohol conoantralon of AB is considered
OWE in four states
The chart Illustrates the number of drinks it takes tie average person
al a
aeW
11 to reach .10, the
legal limit In most states, and .08 blood alcohol concentration One drink is a 12-oz. beer,
a 4-oz. glass of
wine or a 1 1/4-oz. shot of 80-proof liquor.

Drunk at .10

Drunk at .08

190 to 209 lbs.

BAC Zones:90 to 109 lbs.
71rn•
frontlet
drink

Total drinks

110 to 129 lbs.
Total drinks

30 to 149 lbs.

Total drinks

150 to 169 lbs.
Total drinks

Total drinks

Total drinks

170 ;0189 lbs.
Total drinks

190 to 209 lbs.
Total drinks

210 lbs. & up

1 hr.

2 hrs.
3 hrs.
4 hrs.
SOURCES: Orange County Register and The Caefornia Department of motor vehicles

Oil dealers showed large profits during cold
WASHINGTON (AP) — Local
heating oil dealers and major oil
companies took advantage of
record heating oil demands in the
December cold snap to sharply
boost their profit margins, the government says.
Refiners boosted their margins
— the difference between their
buying and selling prices — by 46
cents a gallon above October levels
as part of an average 54 percent
runup in heating oil prices in New
England last month, the Energy
Department said.

Local distributors also increased
profit margins by 9.3 cents a gallon, although more than half the
increase happened in the first week
of January, after the worst of the
cold temperatures, according to the
data.
The figures, presented Monday
to the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee, are the first government data indicating that producers
and local heating oil dealers among
others took advantage of the coldest December in 70 years to boost
profits.

AT&T plans compensation
for software problems
BEDMINSTER, N.J. (AP) —
AT&T blamed its largest service
outage ever on a computer glitch in
a new system designed to bolster
its long-distance network, and
moved quickly Tuesday to make
amends with customers.
"It was certainly the most farreaching service problem we've
ever experienced," AT&T Chairman Robert E Allen said.

Horticulturists
worried about
warm weather
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
recent spring-like weather may be
welcome to most Kentuckians, but
some horticulturists are worried
that the heat wave might trick their
trees and shrubs into early
blooming.
"If it stays warm another week
or so, we might have some problems," said Randy Sizemore of
Laurel Gardens, a Corbin greenhouse. Sizemore is worried that
buds produced by the plants might
freeze when the weather turns cold
again.
The average high temperature for
January is about 40 degrees, but
the National Weather Service in
Lexington reported highs near or
above 60 around the state on Monday. Those readings rose to the
mid-60s to lower 70s on Tuesday,
with Louisville setting a new
record of 71 degrees.
The weather service says unseasonably warm temperatures are
expected to linger through the
weekend.

Earthquake rocks
California's North
Coast Tuesday
EUREKA, Calif. (AP) — A
strong earthquake struck along
California's North Coast on Tuesday, but there were no immediate
reports of injuries or damages.
The quake, measuring 5.3 on the
Richter scale, struck at 12:08 p.m.
about 50 miles south of Eureka, the
U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo
Park reported. The state Office of
Emergency Services in Sacramento
and University o6CaliforniaBerkeley Seismographic Station
also estimated the quake at 5.3.
"It seemed long and just kind of
weaving. It wasn't real, real strong
here," said a woman with the
Eureka Police Department who
only identified herself as Diana.
The quake was felt along the
North Coast, the region above San
Francisco, from Point Arena near
the Oregon border, south to Willit
and in Lake County. State
emergency officials reported that
residents in the small town of Petrolia said items were knocked off
shelves, but that there was no other
damage. Petrolia is near a land formation known as Punta Gorda,
almost directly at the point where
the San Andreas Fault enters the
Pacific.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. discovered the problem
about 2:30 p.m. EST Monday, and
did not correct it until nine hours
later. More than half the longdistance calls placed on its nationwide network during the trouble
did not go through, the company
said.
AT&T said it traced the glitch to
a computer in New York City that
helps direct calls through the vast
telephone network. Allen said it
was not caused by a computer virus
or sabotage.
The company said the problem
stemmed from a bug, or "logic"
problem, inadvertently written into
the software, or computer program.
The problem spread to more than
100 switching centers.
"It was almost like a nightmare
waiting to be dreamed," said
AT&T spokesman Burke Stinson.
"It was there all the time but the
conditions were not right."
In a briefing at the company's
sprawling Network Operations
Center in this New York City suburb, Allen announced plans to offer
a discount day when all of AT&T's
approximately 80 million customers can make calls at reduced rates.

Representatives of both the
refining industry and local retailers
said the margin figures alone are
misleading because they exclude
higher, profit-eating operating costs
in scrambling to keep consumers
supplied.
"Since the middle of November,
my wholesale cost has increased 59
cents per gallon while my retail
price has increased by 47 cents,"
said Robert Wesson, a Waterbury,
Conn., home heating oil dealer, testifying on behalf of the Petroleum
Marketers Association.
Helmut Merklein, head of the
department's Energy Information
Agency, said the extent of actual
profits from the December freeze
will not be known until May after
oil companies file quarterly income
statements with the Securities and
xchange Commission.
"We know that the American
consumer was the loser; we don't
know who the winners are yet,"
said John Easton, assistant energy
secretary for energy emergencies.
Since the first of the year, average refiner margins and wholesale
prices on heating oil sold in New
England have dropped about 22
cents a gallon, according to the
new data.

Average retail prices are also
down, but by a smaller 17 cents a
gallon to an average S1.29)/2 as of
last Thursday. Meanwhile, jobbers
are now enjoying a peak margin of
38 cents a gallon compared with a
current margin of 36.4 cents a gallon for refiners.
Edwin Rothschild of Citizen.
Action, a consumer energy policy
group, said local dealers may try to
build or maintain higher profit margins now that wholesale prices are
falling.
However, he blamed the bulk of
the increase on major oil companies who "seized on the colderthan-normal weather to drive prices
to the highest levels in history,"
predicting they will reap S850 million in profits.
Charles J. DiBona, president of
the American Petroleum Institute,
said some of the refinfries'
increased price margin was
absorbed by higher operating and
transportation costs.
The committee was told of one
case in which the price of a tanker
to carry heating oil from a Texas
refinery to New York jumped from
$800,000 to $2 million at the cold
wave's peak.
"Nevertheless, industry profits

probably rose ... just as they fall in
a glut," DiBona acknowledged.
Glenn F. Tilton, president of
Texaco Refining and Marketing,
said profits his company made on
price increases the third week of
December will likely be offset by
losses on 24 million gallons it
bought at 95 cents each the last
week of the month.
With much of the country enjoying warmer weather, many gallons
remain unsold and wholesale prices
are now in the range of 76 cents to
86 cents a gallon, said Tilton.
"Not surprisingly, no one is asking why prices have dropped or
expressing concern that we may
have to sell p'fbcluct for less than its
purchase price," he said.

Thls
Weeks
Special

v a-

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

'249

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Pan
of the giant quilt begun in 1987 to
honor the memories of AIDS victims will make its first stop in Kentucky this month.
The portion of the Names Project
Quilt will be displayed in the Capitol rotunda in Frankfort Ian. 29-31.
The quilt consists of more than
11,000 panels, each of which honors a person who has died of AIDS.
A total of 128 panels, some honoring Kentuckians, will be hung from
the rotunda walls.
The purpose of the display is to
increase public awareness about
AIDS "by revealing the lives
behind the statistics — to make it
more real and more human," said
Steven Buck, who is organizing the
event with Planned Parenthood
Director Jan Harman O'Loughlin.
Another goal of the event, Buck
said, was "to make people see that
AIDS is a problem, even right here
in Kentucky, that needs an immediate and compassionate response."
An AIDS anti-discrimination bill
has, been introduced in the House
by state Reps. Ernesto Scorsone,
D-Lexington, and Mike Ward, DLouisville.
An opening ceremony, including
several speakers, will be at 11 a.m.
EST Jan. 29.
)
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AIDS quilt to be
displayed in state

Mon.-Sat.
9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.

Special Good Thru Jan. 20

Chestnut St.

17, 1990

Sun. 1-5 p.m.

hack

759-4795
Olympic Plaza

753-0046
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4 Pack Light Bulbs
ABCO Bulbs
451-2604 40 Watt
451-2620 60 Watt
451-2646 75 Watt
451-2661 100 Watt

Ea.
Limit 4 Packs
Per Customer

5 Gallon Wet/
Dry Shop Vac

35.00
Protects in temperatures down to 25 below
Use on summer as well
as on winter Gallon No
sales to dealers (7681018)

shop-vac

High performance 1 25
hp motor Sucks up
dust, dirt, mud, puddles
and wet debns Automabc shutoff Accessories included (3165057)

Fast Dry
Spray Paint

.97

saie 11

Aerosol paint for indoors or outside Non-toxic,
lead-free, safe for children's furniture. Assorted
colors, sealer. 12-oz. Each (579-4011 thru
4904)

Coast to Coast
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

TOTAL I-1AR DVVAR E"

753-8604

Central Shopping Center
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Attention
Classified Advertisers!

CLASSIFIED

Dial-A-Service is for You!
090

Dial-A-Blerwice is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad. regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!
Stop by our office today or call 759-1916.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

42 "Married to
the —
44 Precipitous
46 Withered
48 underworld
god
50 Hearing
organs
51 Sprite
53 Chicago
footballers
55 Recollect
58 Ate to lose
weight
61 Mr. Carney
62 Alleviated
64 Summer: Fr
65 Aeriform
fluid
66 Cognizant
67 Hurried

1 "— Day
Afternoon'
4 Figure of
speech
9 Conducted
12 Swiss canton
13 Downy duck
14 Mature
15 Puts off
17 "Rear —
19 Doctrine
21 Lamprey
22 River in
Germany
24 Yellow ocher
26 Care for
29 Examination
Of accounts
31 Animal's
foot
33 "To — With
Love''
34 Tin symbol
35 Dine
37 Dance step
39 Proceed
40 Frozen water
2

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MENU
CIECIP
DEW
EGICI
OMEN
E'ER
DESERT
Al
TIN
TREED
DEED
SPLINTER
US
TAB
ELECT
SIT
TEDIOUS
ICE
PE
NEEDS
TAD
DUG
ENSNARES
OF
DOLES
SUES
PLOVER
ALL
NA
NILE
AGUE
RIA
PARR
TOR
SEAT
bird
5 "The Sun
Also —"
6 Hypothetical
force
7 Church
bench
8 Great Lake

DOWN
1 Unexploded
shell
2 Native metal
3 Talented
4 Gull-like

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

14

15

20

19
22

24

23

29
35

i

47

55

52

61
65

82

UU

38
44

UU
39

45

49

50

UUU

54

53
57

56

27

33

37

48

51

26

32

43

42

as

25

36

41

21

31

30

34

UU
UUU
UU

13UUUU
17
18

16

9 Large spoons
10 The self
11 Condensed
moisture
16 Uncanny
18 Seine
20 Mr O'Neill
22 Fertile spot
in desert
11 23 Dull-witted
person
25 Circuit
27 River in
Africa
28 Lets fall
30 Scottish cap
32 Existed
36 Bushy clump
28 38 Cubic meter
41 Builds
43 Baby's
napkin
45 "— Parade"
47 Guido's high
note
49 Hebrew feast
52 Insect
54 Assistant
55 Tattered
cloth
56 Baseball stet.
63 57 Ordinance
59 Airline into.
60 Lair
63 Samarium
symbol

59

58
63

64

66UUUU

67

UU
UU

Calloway County Soil
Conservation District
By - Albert Wilson, Chairman
DATED THIS 18th DAY OF DECEMBER
1989.

CANDY vending. Excellent
profit. Minimum investment. 1-800-999-2395.
COMMERCIAL line mowing business. Equipment
and accounts. 753-9567.

11=11111111
HERE'S THE FIERCE
SNOW SNAKE SNEAKING
UP ON A VICTIM .

JUST-NE OTHER DAY I
WAS READING THAT THERE
150 SUCH A THING AS
A SNOW SNAKE...

•";!0

cfZ=2,

START AT THE TOP: Own
your own business that has
built-in demand and repeat
business. Own your own
business that provides financing assistance, thorough initial and continuing
training, on-site operations
and sales support and expansion assistance Own
your own business that can
be partners with the business community. Own your
own short-run commercial
printing center. Tennessee
(collect) 615-399-0622,
Other 1-800-422-3278.
020
Notice

/7

Wrtarmi
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
$314 6'6 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & license
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

IFT.VTITT1711

WHY CAN'T WE GET
A, TYPEWRITER
WITH A BUILT-IN
DICTIONARY?

THEREIS A
DICTiONARY
RIGHTOVER
THERE

A LOT OF GOOD
THAT DOES ME
HERE

Experienced
Deli Help
Send name, address,
phone& work history to:
P.O. Box 1040C
Murray, KY 42071

EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home No experience needed. Call
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329.
Open 24 hours, induding
Sunday.

FAYE'S new hours: 9:30
a.m.-8.00 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743.
GRANDMA PAller's Bake
Shop, at 407 North 12th St
will be open including December 23. Closed December 24-January 15
759-9536, Murray, Kentucky. Merry Christmas to
all!

CLEANING TEAM
Homes, apartments, offices, one time or on regular
basis_ Call 489,2723 or
489-2450

OUT of money after Chnst
mart? Be your own boss
Start your own business
Cal Avon today and get
back on your feet
753-0171

EXPERIENCED hair stylists wanted. Call 759-1100
for interview.
FULL-TIME Mechanic light mechanical and tire
work. Most have good driving record. Hourly wages
plus commission. Insurance benefits. Apply at
Space Tire, Inc. 1406 W.
Main.

GUN, KNIFE, BASEBALL
CARD SHOW - Jan 20,
9-5,Jan 21,9-4 at Marshall NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
County HS
quality if: 'You do not have
JANUARY Clearance Sale! your GED Of high school
Country Jeans 25% 5 50% diploma; You have been
Jeans, Tops and Much out of school 9 months or
Morel 94E Friday 12-4, Sa- more; 'You are between
turday 10-4 759-1062
the ages of 168 21. We are
JO-AN'S Varieties on the an E.O.E. This project is
square now carrying nurs- funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
ing home gowns and robes
Also carrying ladies and Council- J.T.P.A. Call
childrens name brand clo- J.T.P.A. Out Of School
thing at discount pnces 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Exquisite Form bras and 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
girdles, panty hose, stockings, knee-hi's & ankle-hi's, NEED mature dependable
earrings $1 and up. Janu- person for full-time posiary Clearance now in prog- tion. We provide on-the-job
training toward licensing in
ress. 753-9569 Mondaythis challenging/rewarding
Friday 9-5, Sat. 10-5
hearing health care profession Apply in person at 206
S. 4th St. Murray between
9am-5pm.
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photon avail- POSITIONS available Shoable at Allison Photogra- ney's Inn. Please apply in
person.
phy, 753-8809.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

Help
IPtented
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this trade
We send instructions.
parts, and check for assembly. Call 404-426-0672
Ext. W139

Full and part-time
po.itions available on
all shifts. Starting salary S3.50 per hour
plus 20' per hr. shift
differential for the 3 to
11 and 11 to 7 shifts.
Experience preferred
hut not necessary.
Apply in person at:

DIETARY Department. full
and part-time position now
open. Must be available
daily, week-ends, and holidays between the hours of
5 a.m.-8 p.m. $3.50 hourly
to start Apply in person.
Westview Nursing Home
E.O.E MIF.

West View
Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
42071
FOE Mit'

EASY Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at
home. Call for information
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

PART-TIME cashier/
checker. Send resume to:
PO Box 1040F, Murray, Ky.
42071.
PRISM Portrait Store is
now accepting interviews
for telemarketing. This position consists of calling
prospective customers to
book appointments for family portraits. No experience
necessary, will train Day
and evening positions
available. Starting pay $4
per hour. Apply in person
Monday-Friday, 304 N
121h.
QUALIFIED hairdressers
interested in booth rental
situation. Send resume &
recent picture to: Rt. 4 Box
47, Murray, Ky.
RECEPTIONIST - Telemarketing experience a
must. Call for appointment
759-9809 Interviews will
be taken 9arn-4:30pm, Jan
19. Please bring resume if
possible

753-4199

I WILL stay with sick or
elderly Full or part-time
Call 753 4590 for more
information
Ito

INS T RUC TION
Oct- LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Son The New Yew
Right With A New Career
ALLIANCE
MIK
.
,
MAILER SRARRIML, f

LESANON,TN

Want
TO Buy
BROKEN VCR's, Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530
BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.

CIVAL war artifacts sword,
cannon balls, muskets, old
Winchester rifles, old Colt
pistols. Ask for Larry,
753-3633
NEW scrap yard, across
from Seven Seas. Old Rice
Futrell Place Cans, baneries, aluminum, copper,
cars. Top prices 753-0467
RAW Furs. Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois Phone
(618) 342-6316

SCHOOL
PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
Train Is omega In

• TRAVEL AGENciEs
• SECRETARY
• RECEPTIONIST
• WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDYARES

T PANNING

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
IF QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE
1 (800) 327-7728
MIME. Comm Training Corp
Uri Niligro. Pompano amok FL

150
Articles
For Sale
ARROW storage buildings:
10x9 ft building with door
56' wide x 59 height,
$22999. 10x12 ft building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 56"
wide x 60" height, $289 99
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604.
GENUINE antique wagon
wheel hubs $20 each
chest freezer $150, 1981
Plymouth Volare, runs
good, $1000 or best offer
753-7606 after 5pm

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees Or Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/M/F

4ntucky Fried Cbickene
Jack Marshall Franchise

THE LARGEST STOCK OF THE
FINEST CARPET IN THE SOUTH
'YES' WE ST1Xi FIRST QUALITY CARPET
ALONG WITH 'A PRICE CARPET TO FIT ANY sugar

CARPET WORLD L.

Piir ear

- 11)%i. 641 iForintri l'a%challo

901-498-8161 or 8963 Yiss/Mastercard Accepted
Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9:00 till 5:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 • 8 Mlles South of Murray, Ky. or
14 Miles North of Paris, TN

PROFESSIONAL SALES CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
*Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus Commission
'Full Time Scheduled Hours
'Sell the Number One Import - Toyota
•Pria Automotive Saks Experience Not Necessary
'Extensive In-House Training Program
•Mediml and Life Insurance Benefits.
Toyota of Murray is looking for highly motivated
women and men to join their professional sales
staff. This unique sales career opportunity offers
unlimited earnings potential! If you are seriously
interested in making more money while enjoying a
rewarding career in professional sales, please
apply in person, Monday through Friday, 1000
a.m. to 400 p.m.
See Chad Cochran at Toyota of Murray No
phone calls, please.

TOYOTA

Situation
Wanted

By GARY LARSON

110

CASH paid for mobile
home axles and tires We
will remove 527-0931

instsuction

090

1117=111

MI FAR SIDS

HOMECARE - Experienced lady would like to
care for 2 elder* ladies, in
her home Best of care,
home cooked meals, 24
hour supervision References For more information call 759-4898

GOT a car? Need extra
income? Call 759-9980

"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
•Medicare pays less than 2%
Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
•An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will. spend time in a nursing home.
•In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
•Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

57,1171111111111171

EARN 8100 to $1,000 per
week addressing envelopes. Send SAS.E. to.
INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS, Box 97392
Pearl, MS 39288

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age WW1
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
'100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

DARN! L CAN NEVER
REMEMBER 1-10W TO
SPELL"MANE UVER5"

eualneee
Opportunity

*dos

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT NOTICE OF REFERENDUM ON CREATION OF PROPOSED
EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER FLOODPLAIN CONSERVANCY DISTRICT, EMBRACING LANDS LYING IN THE
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.To all owners of
lands lying within the proposed East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District, comprising the territory described as
follows: From Highway 94E of Murray
extending north to county line and encompassing all floodplain lands lying below the
elevations of 440 ft. south to 460 ft. north on
U.S.G.S. topographical maps lands lying on
both east and west sides of East Fork Clarks
River.
Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day
of February, 1990, between the hours of
11:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., a referendum will
be held in the said territory upon the
proposition of the creation of the East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District under the provisions of the Watershed
Conservancy District Law of this State.
All persons, firms, and corporations who
shall hold title to any lands lying within the
said territory are eligible to vote. Only such
persons,firms,and corporations are eligible
to vote.
Polling place for the referendum is as
follows:
Almo Country Corner at
Almo Heights
Eligible voters within the proposed district shall cast their ballots at the polling
place above mentioned. Eligible voters who
will be absent on the day of the referendum
may apply in person or in writing to Joe Dan
Taylor, Polling Superintendent,% Calloway
County Conservation District,at the Bel Air
Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. for absentee
ballots. Each applicant for an absentee
ballot shall state his name, residence, location,an d acreage ofland owned,and interest
therein.

MO
Situation
Waited

OF MURRAY

WILL sit with elderly at
night 474-2386.
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'Tire Balancing
*Brakes
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Ask For
Edmon
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David
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150
Artkles
For Sala

Muskat

NORITAKE China dishes. KIMBALL. Swinger 300 Or59 piece service for 8, like gan with bench. Excellent
condition. $250 753-8673
new 753-2017
STOCK Reduction Sale on
Greeong Cards, only $200
a box! Gerald Waldrop
1624 Olive St
8x 12 STORAGE Building:
Conventional roof, delivered and set-up, $800.
354-9144

160
Home
Furnishings

AUTO body pulling equipment, urn-body rack
$1200 437-4767.

2 UVINGRCK)M suns, end
tables and coffee table, odd
coffee table Call after 6pm, SHARP Copiers: LO011euthonzed dealer, sales, re759-4651
ntal, lease and service. Cal
BEDROOM Suite. assorted 1-800-248-4319
pieces. 436-2882.
25a
BROYHILL couch and
Business
chair; excellent condition
%Mos
$250, lamps $25, Sears
Gympac 2500 fitness sys- JOYCE Noel Tax Service
tem $150. 753-8673
has moved to 915 Coldwa
NEW and used furniture for ter Road. Call 753-6069 for
sale Call 753-2922 and appointment. Hodge. Noel
and Associates.
ask for Neal
QUEEN size waterbed with PRIVATE Investigator with
lights and mirror headboard 22 years city and state inand side rails $350 Also vestigation experience.
queen size comforter and 2 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
sets of sheets Diaper 'Personal or Corporate
changer with bathtub $25 'Missing Persons. Your
See at F2 Southside Manor needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
Apts 8am-lOpm.
(502)753-2641.
270

200

Mobile
Homes For Sala

Spoils
Equipment

COMPLETELY remodeled
1970 Duke 12x60': 2 bedroom, 1 bath, refrigerator,
WINCHESTER model 12,
stove, a/c Very nice. Must
20 guage, Remington auto- see. $6900.
489-2424.
matic model 1148, 12
guage Both for $600. MUST Sell: 14x70, 1978
759-4502
mobile home. 3 bedroom,
1'a bath, fully carpeted
6x16 deck, 6x6 deck,
210
underpinning included.
Good condition. Price neFkawood
gotiable 753-2504.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
280
Mobile
FIREWOOD for sale
HOil1eS For Rant
437-4713
GUNS for sale, including an
AK47 753-8738.

FIREWOOD delivered $30
rick, pickup $25 Red oak
and white oak, green or
seasoned_ 759-1747.
OAK and Hickory firewood
for sale. 753-9745.
SEASONED Firewood
$20/ rick picked up; $301
rick delivered. franimum 2
ricks Call to place winter
orders, 492-8254.
WOOD for sale 436-5481

2 BEDROOM trailer, Northwind Trailer Court. Rt. 8,
Box 1, Murray. 753-9866.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
DOUBLE wide trailer, in
Stella. 2 bedroom, gas
heat. Call 527-1987, after 6
pm 354-6335

GREAT STARTER HOME!
Completely redecorated and ready to move into. This 2
bedroom, 1 bath features a new roof,new kitchen appliances,
floor coverings and counter tops. Reduced to S35,000.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

PUBLIC AUCTION
* SATURDAY *
* JANUARY 20 * 1990 *
* 10:00 A.M. *
PURYEAR, TENNESSEE
Auction held on farm located approximately 3 miles
north of Puryear on Duncan Road; rum east off Hwy.
641 south 2 miles north of Puryear and go 1 mile to farm.
Farm is 12 miles south of Murray and 12 miles north of
Paris.
***'25 ' Hiff-: 1)14 111 ING** it
***2.5 1 I- RI-F. pli 1111\fi***
108 ACRES BY SURVEY
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION

OFFERED AS 3 TRACTS AND
AS A WHOLE
TRACT 1; 70.4t Acres of land - Level, productive
row crop land with Grenada soil offered in 2 tracts Had 200 tans of lime applied in spring of 1988.
TRACT 1A• 54.9± acres w/long blacktop frontage - 100% tillable - High state of cultivation Good building site and good road frontage.
TRACT 1.11. 15.5± Acres - All tillable except a
small woods - Level tillable land w/nice building
site.
TRACT 2; 37.6-1 Acres - Level branch bottom tract of
ground in one field and all tillable - Can be used for
row ICTOp Of pasture.
TERMS: 20% down day of auction Balance due
within 30 days upon delivery of deed. Possession
with deed.
There will be a good corn base to go with the farm that
will be prorated out and announced the day of the
auction.
Mr. & Mrs. William Yearglis Owner
Route 1, Paryear, Team/wee

Mobile
Wow For Roe

Used
Cars

Used
Mein

Seerkas
Offered

Services
Offered

1987 IROC Z28 350 fuel
injected, loaded 753-9453
after 5pm.

was CHEVY 9-10. Good
condition. Call 759-9736 alter 5pm

SHEETROCK finishing,
mow or repair 436-2811

TREE Trimming and removal 436-2502

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1986 CHEVY pickup Good
condition, Os, pit, 305-V8
automatic 354-6077.

•

RENT or rent to own. 2
bedroom mobile home in
Getaway Bay Recreational
Development, new Aurora,
Ky. Recreational lactates
available to renters or owners. For inlomaation call
753-2613, after 5 30pm
753-0840.
TRAILER near Almo
Heights $135 month Call
753-1861 after 5pm
290
Heating
And Cooling
JIM'S Heating & Alf Condi
boning installing and seri
icing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282.
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc.
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential. Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer.
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service
753-8181. Locally owned
and operated. Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years.

2 BEDROOM,2 bath, living
room with dining, eatan
kitchen, all appliances and
pantry Carpeted and
EXTRA nice 2 story house. draped throughout. Paddle
Deposit and references re- fans, OK condition, washer/
quired 759-1882 after dryer, utility area. Patio,
5Palgarage and fenced-in backyard. Vinyl sided, storms
360
and screens. Upgraded in
For Rant
1988 In town near all conOr Lease
veniences 759-4075
3 BEDROOM furnished
house, 1 block from University. 753-4974

45 Ft Storage
Trailers
For Rent

489-2522
FOR LEASE
Retail space in Bel Air
Center - 2000 square
feet.
Call 753-4751.
After 5 p.m.
753-9439
Ask for
Bob Billington

Beautiful
Country ,Home
4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
3100 sq. ft. LA, 12h/2
acres, barn, pasture
and
outbuildings.
Home has hardwood
& ceramic tile floors,
new carpet, deck, patio. Must see to appreciate. 10 min. east of
town, $139,500.
436-5634 or 753-1834
BY Builder: beautiful new 3
bedroom, 2 bath, country
home. 5 minutes from town,
on 3 or 6 acres $112,000.
753-8673.

370

LOVELY & Affordable:
Older home with 4+ bedrooms, 2 modern baths,
PROFESSIONAL HORSE eat-in kitchen, formal diTRAINING & RIDING IN- ning, sun porch and much
300
STRUCTION, Correct more. Phone Coleman
Business
Horsemanship. Will come Real Estate 753-9898.
Rentals
to your location. Karen Col- SPACIOUS
2-story, 4 bedOFFICE or retail space in lins, 489-2232.
room brick located on large
Southside Shopping Cenlot in Canterbury Estates.
ter Call 753-9386 or
380
L_R., DR., Den w/wood
753-6612.
Pats
burning fireplace, breakSupplies
fast, Lg. toyer, 2'h baths, 2
320
5 AKC black and brindle car garage. Owner anxious
Apartments
male Scottish Terrier pup- to sell. Phone 753-8050
Fri Rant
pies for sale. 6 weeks, between 9 and 4 or
wormed and first shots. 753-0914 after 6 p.m.
1 & 2 BEDROOM apart- 382-2731.
THREE bedroom two bath
ments for rent. Near university. No pets. 753-5992.
AKC Collie pups, Lassie brick home with small cottype. champion line, $125 tage, on back of lot pre1 BEDROOM efficiency
sently renting for $150,
901-642-9220.
apartment, partial utilities
both homes $52,500. 1803
paid. No pets. 753-9741.
AKC PUPPIES: various Colle w e Farm, Jerry
breeds. Eskimos, Huskies, Speight 753-3704.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to Univer- Chows, Shih-tzus, Lasa's,
470
sity and hospital. Some util- Keeshonds
ities paid. Call 753-4012 or 615-746-5355.
Motorcycles
753-8756
AKC Registered Siberian
Husky
puppy:
6
weeks
old,
1973
ELECTRA
Glide Har1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment All utilities paid. female, red and white. ey Davidson 1200cc, good
$125/month, $50 deposit Phone 753-7919 after shape. Call 901-593-3843.
Call 759-4915 or 753-5094. 5Pata
1982 GL500 Honda Inter1 OR 2 bedroom apartment AKC registered Boxer pup- state Silvenving. 354-8471.
near downtown Murray, pies. 7 weeks old, males, 1987 WARRIOR
excellent
bone and white Call
753-4109
condition, lots of extras.
489-2275.
$1400. 437-4767.
2 BEDROOM partly furnished, stove, refrigerator. AKC Shih-Tzu puppies ATV parts,
accessories,
$180. month. Deposit No 753-4314.
tires & service for all
pets 489-2741.
AKC Toy Poodle puppy brands! Keith's Lawn &
Ready to go Saturday Tractor, Industrial Rd., Mur2 BEDROOM duplex
753-0218.
ray. 759-9831.
753-4487
2 BEDROOM duplex in LABRADOR Retreiver puppies. Black males sired by
Northwood $395/month
AKC field charnpign Cap759-4406
tain Kid. Mother is full sister
NICE 2 bedroom duplex. to 1989 national field
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu,
Central H/A, all appliances champion, $300 Call
been wrecked. 436-2167.
furnished Coleman RE, 362-4055
753-9898
1971 VOLKSWAGEN winMALE Pomeranian, $50.
NICE apartment, unfurn- Pekingese and Shih-Tzu dow van, overhauled motor, $995 436-5560.
ished. Close to town and puppies 474-8057.
hospital. Poplar St.
1973 FORD Mustang
753-5273.
Good body and motor
430
759-9515.
Real
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
Estate
bedroom apartment, loNeed An Extra Car
cated near campus Phone KOPPERUD REALTY ofFor A Few Days?
753-6111 days or fers a complete range of
Rent From Gene At
753-0606 after 4:30 p.m.
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
DWAIN TAYLOR
NOW taking applications
homes, all prices.
CHEVROLET, INC.
for Section 8. Rent subsi753-1222, toll free
dized apartments, 1 bed502-753-2617
1-800-251 HOME Ext
room. Apply Southside
711L
Manor 9-11, 12 til 2 M-F
1973 VOLKSWAGON
753-8221. Equal Housing
camper excellent condi440
Opportunity
tion, 20mpg $1750 OBO
• Lots
436-2307
ONE Bedroom furnished
For Sala
apartment. Partial utilities
1974 MAVERICK- 4-door,
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
paid No pets 753-9741.
tree tops (triangle bounded 6 cylinder, p/s, a/c, new
heater, runs good.
by 3 roads) center of Mar
ROOM for rent, furnished
One block from campus,on shall County. Look down on 436-2879 evenings,
Farmer Ave. $85 month Benton's light! Deer and weekends
plus utilities. Deposit re- wild turkey $62,500 Joe 1977 THUNDERBIRD: pis,
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
quired 759-4104.
p/b, good transportation,
SHERWOOD Forrest, new radiator, starter Askshaded lot, city water, ing $1200 Call Shaun Dunsewer, natural gas can at 436-2683.
Houses
759-9268
For Rant
1978 GRAND Prix: 305
V-8, env, doorlocks, tilt,
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed460
cruise, air, t-tops, Sonie
room home, close to down
Homes
FM/AM cassette, new tires.
town. 753-4109
For Sale
753-9530 after 6p-m.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
home. $450/mo. 3 bed- BEAUTIFUL lot with 2 bed- 1979 VOLKSWAGON
room, I bath home, room remodeled older Dasher, diesel stationwa$400/mo. Older 3 bedroom, home 25 acres, outbuild- gon 436-5560
2 bath home,$275/mo. Call ings, and garage Penny 1983 BUICK Regal Limited:
MTG, 753-4000, ask for area, $32,000 753-7224 new tires, nice car, $2295.
Judy or John.
after 5 pm
Call 759-1559
Livestock
& Supplies

1963 BUICK Regal LTD:
65,000 miles, local car, excellent condition
759-9431
1983 CENTURY Buick
Limited 753-9983
1985 DODGE Colt Premiere Technica package,
4 door, automatic. A/C
759-4614

Alexander
AUCTIONS AND PEAL ESTATE SALES
,

530

Hostas
For Sale

1987 CELEBRITY, 59,000
miles, $4350. 1986 Celebrity 53,000 miles, $4000
1988 Taurus GL, 55,000
miles, $6350 437-4723,
437-4639

•
OUTSTANDING CANTERBURY HOME
4 BR,just now on the market. Great quality, size &
location. Call the Home Team for more information,

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St

753-1222

1987 PLYMOUTH Caravelie 58,000 miles, 4
door, tilt, cruise, stereo
$3975 1987 TOYOTA Corolla SR5: air and power,
3-4,000 miles, like new
$5995 437-4723

CARS
19 Toycoa Cary IX.. 12,417
19 Cary LE
13,917
'81azR117
15)17
'88 Toyota Comb H._ 1,917
Trtfog Car* F1 '917
i1LiicoMitYl 11,417
Tc/ota Ulu ST '10,917
'Eclat! Coda LE 1,417
18 Toyota Cary
10,487
17 Toyota Tercel
'5,917
17 Pontiac Grltd W , 7,417
17 Toyotk Suva
11,917
17 Toyota Ceka GT 1,587
17 Toyots Wu GT 1,487
Toycia Cika GT Lb:S,187
17 Cary LE
1,487
17 Toyota Teal
4,587
17 Carl! Wagco
1,487
'17 Nissan Sara
1,117
17 Plymouth 14101 1,587
17 Nissan Rata '10,987
17 Chevy Celetoy 1,917
17 %Iota TercelD 5,987
17 Fad Mustal GT 1,981
16 Tcriota Ca* LE 1,587
16 Bud Estate Wgn 1,517
36 Cayale RS
1,917
16 BOW
........ 12,587
'85 Ford Escort
1,987
ISITCAS 19)E
14,17
15 CI* Carii!! Tp 10 14,N7
15 Olds Cira
1,587
Cailk
1,987
lb Tor* Ca* SK.. '4,987
14 Patio Ira la 1,987
14 Nis Salo fligon.1,417
13 Buil Sky Nat 1,587
'83 Rid
1,517
13 %Iota Ceka
1A7
12 Ois Deb
12 Toro Tercel
11 Ctery Chryet _........1547
201
79 Ois 98 Rectncy .__...1,917
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota Pt
1,987
'88 Suzuki SnailJ 17387
IS Suzuki San 1,117
81 Toyota Trtck
1,917
'81 Cheri S•10
1487
17 Astro Van
12,917
17 Toyota 4i4
1,517
17 4•Panner
'12,587
17 Toyota Val
10,987
'86 Toyota 414
$1,917
'86 Toyota 414
1,917
16 hum P1J
5,517
'86 Jeep Chelite
1,987
16 Toyota t14
1,187
12 Ford Ranger 11 1,917
Open til 6 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Jim Irby
Sammy Bradshaw
DM. "Duke' Rudd
Chad Cochran, Sales

1988 FORD F150 4x4 305
fuel injected, 4-speed
transmission, sliding rear
glass, tool box, bed liner,
chrome bumpers, new
tires 20,000 miles
$10,500 753-6916
1973 FORD pickup. Good
work truck. 360, 3-speed,
low mites. 753-9567.

Campers
1983 CRUISE-AIR: 30ft
Georgia-Boy 33,000 miles
454 Chevrolet 1 owner
spotless. C.B., cruise, air, 1
generator, new screen
room. Many extras.
$24,000. Cadiz, Ky.
502-522-3011.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
CARPENTER. New
houses, additions, decks,
fences, remodeling. Also
bushhogging and garden
breaking. Call 759-1424 after 5pm.
CARPENTRY, remodeling:
decks and porches, roofing, decorating, general repairs, etc. 489-2303.
DOCK Repair. 436-2502.
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair. Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203.
ESTABLISHED lawn service. Grass cutting, yard
work, and garden tilling.
753-0876.
EXPERIENCED Contractor - Home improvements
or repairs, also new construction of garages, polebarns & portable buildings.
Customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimates. L.E. Williams
489-2663.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
tor free estimate for your
needs.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-5895 or 436-2642.
GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.
LICENSED Electrician:
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair. 759-4751.
MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255

RESIDENTIAL Plumbing
and Carpentry No ick too
arnall. 759-1747

Used
Trucks

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307

1985 NISSAN 4x4 Sport
truck, extra sharp $5800
436-2358

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

con
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DAVID'S
HOME IMPROFEMENT

Remodeling, Installation of Vents, Braces
Moisture Barriers, Insulation
Residential & Commercial
David (Malmo's
247.5422
V•
ve•ve•we'
•••••••4

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WET BASEMENT/ We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026

WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: Phone 435-4169 or
Factory trained by 3 major 753-1308
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranteed
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch 8 deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

Of HURRAY

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

Servicas
Offered

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

TOYOTA

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs,etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236.

Free bElnwire

R1 1, Bo* 21
Poryear, Tei
W•
r wes
•
v•
•••••••
%AidlaWat

HAY approximately
1000lb rolls, stored oft
ground, 20 fescue, cut in
boot stage, $20/roll, 20 ex
tra good timothy, protected
by Slip-On covers, almost
no waste, $26/roll Also
about 300 square bales,
$1 75 each 753-6567
560
Free
Calms
AFFECTIONATE 2 yea
old male dog, mixed breed
Playful, good with children.
very loyal, great outdoor
pet_ Also beautiful adult Calico cat, female. Both tree to
good home(s) Call
753-3114 after ,apm

Wanted
3rd ROOMMATE needed
to share large 3 bedroom
house Call 753-2116

CUSTOM CITCMEN CAIIMETS
CUSTOM WOODWCIRKING
All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

.
0

DOLLS

Part of large porcelain doll collection
for sale below market value. Most are
musical and have original boxes.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
January 18, 19, 20
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Woodlawn
No Sales
A%
Before 10 00 Daily
9 III

P.204
Absolutely

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, January 20, 1990
10:00 a.m.
LOCATION:318 Reynolds Street In McKenzie, TN. Turn off Hwy. 79 at McKenzie 011
Company onto Forrest Avenue and then
turn right at Auction Arrow onto Reynolds
Street.
Mr. Ervin Arnold had been in the freight
hauling business until his recent death.
These 3 tractors and trailers have been on
the road and are in good condition. They
are ready to go back on the road now. All
are In good running condition and have
good tires.
TRACTORS & TRAILERS
1979 Kenworth, cab-over with sleeper - 1980
Peterbilt, cab-over with sleeper - 1981 White,
cab-over with sleeper - 2 good 40 ft. flat-bed
trailers - 45 ft. trailer - 40 ft. flat-bed trailer for
parts.
PICK-UP, FARM TRACTORS,
EQUIPMENT, BOAT & TOOLS
1976 Dodge custom V2 ton pick-up, 8 cylinder,
automatic, runs good - good 420 Belarus
diesel tractor - 1 row Allis Chalmer tractor good Cub Farmall tractor - good 12 ft. Tuffline
wheel disk, scallops front and back - 6 ft. back
blade - 3 bottom breaker - 3 point hitch spray
rig - 3 point hitch tractor planter - heavy duty
boom pole -good section harrow - axle widisk 1971 15 ft. Cherokee boat w/break down
trailer, depth finder, trolling motor, 60 h.p.
Evinrude motor and trailer has new tires Continental 1/2" heavy duty drill press - 295
amp. Sears electric welder - air compressor - B
& D 6" bench grinder - Daytona commercial
battery charger - smaller battery charger acetylene tanks w/hose gauges - 1/2 h.p. drills 'So drills - lots of sockets go up to 3" in
diameter and have 1" drive - power sanders spray painters - Skil saw - all kinds of mechanic
and hand tools - creepers - power impacts come-alongs - jacks - set of new ramps - air
tanks - electric motors - boomers - vises grease guns - good tiller - Coast-to-Coast
power mower - Homelite 34 C.C. chain saw another chain saw- assortment of tractor tires
- tarps - log chains - assortment of truck parts several bundles of 4x4 sheet metal - new
smudge pot - fishing equipment- house jacks case of motor oil - anti-freeze - some scrap iron
- many items not listed.
There will be shed room %Wheat in case of bad
weather. Buyers not known by the Auction Co.
must have certified check or bank letter of
credit. Owner is selling due to death of
husband. To see merchandise before day of
sale, phone 352-3040 for an appointment.
Al information contained in kis ad* believed to be correct but la not
guaranteed Porthsee's mutt vary on Ms* cook ludgment and
inspection at 4un. Oil raprasantatbr• ammo to relied upon as
correct Au announcements mode Auction Dar/ take praciadanaror
any awed or advertised maenad. &teed 10 eddeons incite
deistic".
Betty Arnold, Owner - McKenzie, TN
Salo Conducted By

REED'S AUCTION CO.
Cot James T. Reed- Auctioneer,
McKenzie, Tenn.
Phone 3.52-3027
License No. 159, Firm No, 39
IT PAYS TO HAVE AN AUCTION"
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Report: growth will come at local level

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Vera Ann Farris
Mrs. Vera Ann Farris, 85, Murray, died Tuesday at 2:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of First
Christian Church.
Born Aug. 8, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Felix Bailey and Anna Ratterree Bailey.
Survivors are her husband, Herbert Farris, to whom she was married on Sept. 16, 1922, in South
Hazel, Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs.
JoAnn Covington and husband,
Tom, Macclenny, Fla.; one granddaughter, Mrs. Karen Snipes, and

three great-grandchildren, triplets,
Camion, Clegg and Ashley Snipes,
Tallahassee, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs.
Alberta King, Honolulu, Hawaii,
and Mrs. Anna Mac Lassiter and
husband, John T., Murray; a sisterin-law, Mrs. Hortense Bailey,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
The funeral will be Friday at
2:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
Dr. David Roos will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
Thursday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Miss Amanda Marie Barnett
The funeral for Miss Amanda
Marie (Mandy) Barnett is today at
1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
James Garland is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Jimmy Kelly,
Bruce Thurmond, Steve Conner,
Jay Todd, Clint Toddy and Jayson
Kelly. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.

17, 1990

Miss Barnett, 11, of 417 South
Ninth St., Murray, died Monday at
8:40 a.m. at Kosair's Children's
Hospital, Louisville.
Survivors are her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Barnett; brother,
Michael Barnett; two half sisters,
Miss Melissa Barnett and Miss
Lisa Gail Barnett; half brother,
Myles Dale Barnett; grandmother,
Mrs. Evie Todd, all of Murray.

Kentucky's economic growth
will not come solely from the SUM
capital, but from within each community and person, a new report
says.
"Local communities must be a
full partner in the drive for economic well-being, merging their
efforts with surrounding communities, businesses and state government... Each Kentuckian must also
be a partner," reads the report, the
third in a series of "white papers"
prepared by the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce's Project 21.
"It doesn't happen up there
(Frankfort), I learned that in a very
short period of time," Dick Boyd, a
former state economic development
official, told the Paducah Sun.
Boyd briefed community leaders
from throughout the region on the
report Tuesday morning in
Draffenville.
"While the state plays a role in
economic development.., the action
must take place at the local community," he said.
The report challenges each cornmupity to develop its own economic evelopment plan and to work
wfth its neighbors because economic growth frequently requires more
resources than a single community
can deliver.

"That is why regional cooperation is fast becoming a catch
word," the report reads. "In .the
past, leaders in adjoining communities acted more like big-city
acquaintances than small-town
neighbors, and the doors to
cooperative ventures were locked
as tight as an inner-city apartment.
"Those doors must be unlocked,
those attitudes changed, if Kentucky communities are going to
compete successfully."
Boyd, chairman of the state
chamber when Project 21 was
founded and public relations manager for Westvaco in Wickliffe,
stressed the need for cooperation
across county lines.
"We function down here (western Kentucky) sometimes as separate communities; we need to develop a regional organization," he
said.

Hog market listed
Martuut Nin Service imam 17, 11110
Kaubuip Purchnt Arm Hos Mirka taped
di..5
Buying Slam IlsoipicAd3SS,
Berreurs &
Gib 2341 kowor, sows 16161,-1.011
US 1-2 720-296
$46.16.4423 IN b 45.55
US 1-2 2111221
344.11146.101
US 13 226-254
14S.91401
US 34 zai-ros b
mase-disse
US 1-2 270-391
US 1-3 3115-405 k
US 1-3 101-911 br
US 1-3 519 led up _54L11-4511
LS 2-3 YA-See o
Men SIOAM-33.81

73111630.111
S37.14-311.91
$31.11114111110
INlo 45.55
32411137.110
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The state must still play a crucial
role — handling complex environmental issues, providing funding
for major projects — but communities and individuals must share
responsibility, the report said.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CARNET FOR NUIEAR RESOURCES

Stock Market
Prices as or 10 a.m.
I.B.M.100 -%
+2.56

Industrial Average
Previous Close

2692.62

Air Products

48%

A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T

-%
404 A

40B

43

Bell South

52%

Briggs & Stratton

28%

Chrysler
CSX Corp...............35

3514

unc

+%
14 -%
unc
3214

Kroger.
McDonalds.

+%

JCPenney

7014

-%

-%

Quaker Oats
Sears

56%

-%

37'A

+Y•

-%

Snap-On Tools

32%

-%

Texaco

55%

Time-Warner

114%

-14
.14

UST
Wal-Mart

.27%

-%

unc

421/3

unc

Woolworth

61%

41%

+%

C.E.F. Yield

Exxon

48

Ford

45

Goodyear

50%

Kmart

-%

Dean Foods
,32%
unc
Dollar Gen. Store....9% B 914 A

General Motors
Goodrich

Ingersoll Rand

41%

-%

4414

-Ye
unc
7.76
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BETTY BOSTON

PAT GOSSUM

COURT SQUARE

753-3366

MURRAY KENTUCKY

Wilburn Lee Farris
Services for Wilburn Lee Farris
will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and G.T.
Moody will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Alzheimer's Support

Group, Murray-Calloway County
Hosspital.
Mr. Farris, 86, Murray, died
Monday at 2:18 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Nellie Stiles Farris; one sister, Mrs.
Louise Stiles, and one niece, Mrs.
Peggy Pickens and husband, Jim,
Hazelwood, Mo.; four great-nieces;
three great-nephews; one greatgreat-niece.

Downtown Murray 7534825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 7 p.m.
Ad Good Noon 1-17-90 thru Noon 1-24-90
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WSJP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers.

Mrs. Grace Hopkins
Mrs. Grace Hopkins, 77, of RI
1, Hardin, died Tuesday at 7:45
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Born Dec. 27, 1912, she was the
daughter of the late Bob Mathis
and Ella Warren Mathis.
Survivors are one son, Joe Hopkins, and one sister, Mrs. Jeneita
Harrison, RI 1, Hardin; three step-

grandchildren;
one
stepgreatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
James Lawson will officiate.

dually adjust their workdays forward in preparation for Friday's
2:55 a.m. PST landing at Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif.
On Monday, the astronauts were
so busy with their experiments that
they went to bed more than two
hours late. So Mission Control let
them sleep an extra half hour but
told them in a morning package of
messages and instructions said:
"Your request for overtime has
been disapproved."
Clouds prevented filming parts
of Earth with the powerful LMAX
camera, but the astronauts otherwise kept to their schedule
Tuesday.

50Portraits
Only$j495
NO SITTIP

FEE
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A $48.00 Value. Includes: 2-8x10s, 4-5x7s,
20 wallets, 12 All-Occasion Caption
Portraits rm and 12 Mini-portraits

Pork
Chops

1.39

With $15 Purchase Excluding/
Dairy & Tobacco Products
& Drinks On Special

Reelfoot Sliced

Bacon

Stokely

Applesauce

Reelfoot Red Label

15 oz.

Stokely Shredded

stokei,d,

Kraut

I

Stokely Mixed

Franks
Chicken Fried

.Y15 oz.

NES

Beef Patties

Vegetables

15 oz.
Stokely Whole Kertiol.gx Cream Style
Corn
15 oz.
Stokely Cut
F INES T'
Beets
15 oz.
Stokely

Green Beans
Carrots

Minute Steaks

lb

1.99

lb

1.79

Fresh Chicken

m 69'

Liver
Field Smoked

Stokellyk
S

1.49

Clifty'Farm

Country Hams

15
FINE

lb

Lean Tender Beef

Stokely&

Stokely Sliced

12 oz.

Pork Chops

T. .15

Sunshine Krispy

2.49

lb.
Peter Pan
Smooth, Crunchy, Salt Free

Peanut Butter
18 oz.

1•69
Orange
Juice
64 oz.

3 Diamond Sliced,
Crushed, Chunks 20 oz.

4

Pineapple

59'

1111111111

3

e101
Value)
C24

Wednesday, January 17 thru Sunday, January 21
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: 12 Noon-5 p.m.
U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
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Crackers
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1/4 Pork Loin Sliced In

-A

Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Astronauts continue work
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— The five astronauts aboard Columbia worked quietly in space
Tuesday, only occasionally talking
to ground controllers as they
tended to several scientific and
medical experiments aboard the
shuttle.
Radio traffic between ground
and the space shuttle was kept to a
minimum "to allow the crew to
stay on the timeline and get all
their various chores accomplished
without a lot of interference from
the folks here," Mission Control
said.
Their workday began late Monday night and ended Tuesday shortly after noon, as the astronauts gra-
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Hurry! One Week Only!

PRODUCE

Dole Yellow Ripe

Salami

lb

Honey Cured

Ham
Mozzarella

Cheese
Baked Beans
Kaukauna Mexican

Salsa Dip

lb

3.29
4.19

L.2.49

99°
l2oz. 1.39

Bananas
Fresh Crisp

Carrots
Med. Size Yellow

Onions
Fresh

Peaches
Calif. Navel
Oranges

3.1.00
Bag 3
/1.00
3 lb. Bag 69'
lb. 99°
41b. Bag 1.89

